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ABSTRACT: 

 

This thesis formulates ecological thinking in curatorial practices, as a way to act against neoliberal 

values, far-right politics and find ways to work in a sensitive way in a time of accelerating 

ecological crisis.  

 

The current socio-political landscape, and its oppressive forces, influence profoundly the art world 

and whole societies at large. This thesis starts by looking how those forces affect artistic and 

curatorial practices, and suggests, that a counter-action for these threats could be a practice, that is 

informed by ecological thinking. Different, ecologically motivated curatorial practices are 

discussed with curators Jenni Nurmenniemi and Nataša Petrešin-Bachelez, as well as collective 

Laboratory for Aesthetics and Ecology. Some additional examples are drawn from the work of 

Mustarinda association. What comes clear, is that ecological thinking is much more than thinking 

about the environment or sustainability, but rather, it has connection points with theories of new 

materialisms, post-fossil experimentation and decolonial thought, all of which are also 

interconnected and entangled. This thesis gathers a praxis, that is informed by said ecological 

thinking, which functions both as a thinking and a doing. 

 

Ecological thinking is about radical coexistence and entangled in the materialities of the more than 

human world. Ecologically informed practice, then, could mean paying attention to material 

dimensions of practices, slowing down and rethinking exhibition formats. 

 

Keywords: curatorial, neoliberalism, slow institutions, soft values, new materialisms, ecological 

thinking, coexistence, post-fossil fuel society 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

This thesis looks upon ecological thinking in curatorial practices, as a way to act against neoliberal 

values, far-right politics and find ways to work in an ecologically sensitive way in a time of 

accelerating ecological issues.   

 

The current socio-political landscape, and its oppressive forces, influence profoundly the art world 

and whole societies at large. We are witnessing, not only a rise, but more visible presence of far-

right politics, with oppressing and neoliberal agendas. Another threat that our planetary being is 

facing is climate change, which is the burning issue of our time. However, political and ideological 

tendencies towards far-right and neoliberalism only accelerate the crisis. The critical state of our 

planetary coexistence is articulated as three distinctive, but interrelated threats: climate change, 

neoliberalization and the rise of far-right politics. These threats are either ideological, political or 

environmental, or all of them at once. Anyhow, they are all interrelated and entangled; to act 

against one is to act against all of them. For the scope of this thesis, neoliberalism and ecological 

issues are discussed more in depth, whereas far-right politics are only discussed briefly.   

 

Environmental issues and climate change have been central themes across disciplines in recent few 

years; the phenomena are so vast, that the causes and effects of ecological crisis impacts virtually 

all scientific and theoretical discourses. Especially since the last IPCC-report on climate change, it 

is clear how human activity has caused global ecological issues and warming of the planet, and 

how only great changes in the fabrics of societies can slow down the accelerating ecological 

crisis.1 The phenomena, being such all-encompassing and timely, has been also widely discussed 

in the humanities and the arts. It seems, that in the arts and curatorial discourse the main focus has 

been the concept of the Anthropocene, the epoch of human. Curatorial writing on art in the 

Anthropocene grasps the greatness of the human effects on the environment, nevertheless, the 

concept can be criticized for many reasons; such as fabricating a single big narrative out of 

complex phenomena and including everyone in the Anthropos, who are to blame for the effects: 

even though it is known that the Western late capitalist societies carry the greatest burden. 

Anthropocene is thus called also as Capitalocene by scholars like Naomi Klein and Donna 

Haraway.2  

 

This thesis considers first institutional practices, since they play a central role when considering 

curatorial praxis: without institutional structures there would not be curatorial practices; they are 

                                                 
1 IPCC, Global Warming of 1.5 °C: an IPCC special report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5 °C above 

pre-industrial levels and related global greenhouse gas emission pathways, in the context of strengthening the 

global response to the threat of climate change, sustainable development, and efforts to eradicate poverty, 2018. 

Summary for policymakers: http://report.ipcc.ch/sr15/pdf/sr15_spm_final.pdf (accessed 7 November 2018).   
2 T.J. Demos, Against the Anthropocene: Visual Culture and Environment Today, Berlin, Sternberg Press, 2017, 

p. 53-54.  
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always codependent. The freedom of even independent curating is often illusory: institutional 

structures set a lot of pressure in curatorial practices. Thus, this thesis will first look into 

institutional structures: what kind of socio-political, neoliberal forces affect institutional practices 

at this moment, and how, in effect, those forces affect artistic and curatorial practices in general? 

Many smaller art organizations have had to find alternative ways of organizing, which bring new 

kind of ground for new practices to emerge. Some of them are preparing or even already 

transitioning into post-fossil practices, which are also looked into more in depth. 

 

What is missing in curatorial discourse is how these threats could be tackled in more pragmatic 

ways, not only as a topic or overarching theme: what could ecological thinking in curatorial 

practices mean? What if ecology would not only be a conceptual starting point, but also 

implemented in practice? How could theories of new materialisms be used as counter force for 

neoliberal attitudes and as a way to delve into ecological questions? Can we imagine planetary 

coexistence through ecological thinking, informed by new materialisms, post-fossil thinking and 

decolonialism? How do they relate to each other and to curatorial practices? This thesis 

investigates these questions through interviews with curators and collectives, that have different 

kinds of ecological motivations behind their practice: Jenni Nurmenniemi and Nataša Petrešin-

Bachelez, as well as collective Laboratory for Aesthetics and Ecology. Some additional examples 

are drawn from the work of Mustarinda association. 

 

This thesis uses new materialisms as an approach to look into material dimensions of practices and 

our entanglements with more-than-human world. First, it is considered as a theory how to think 

about intersections between curating and ecology, and foremost as a curatorial approach: how new 

materialisms functions as a doing.  

 

It is not only artists’ or curators’ responsibility to be overtly-aware and counteract these threats, 

but from my position as a curator, it is the curatorial and institutional practices that I can critically 

examine and re-think alternative ways for being in the culture sphere.  

 

Ecological thinking forms a new, alternative way of curating, that might at parts be considered 

experimental, but which has roots in very real and tactile problems that the arts – and sometimes 

also our being, as such – are facing. Ecological thinking could be about radical coexistence, 

feminism and entangled in the materialities of the more than human world. 

 

Aim 

 

The main motivation for conducting this research stems from the current socio-political and 

ecological climate, and from the interest in investigating how issues within those could be 

counteracted through curatorial practices.  
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Many artists have already chosen to work in experimental ways, through new materialist 

perspectives; paying attention to the changing environment, the energy basis of practices and 

materials, as well as the relationship to non-humans. Inspired by these experimental artistic 

practices, also curators and institutions must carve space for forward-looking ecological practices.  

 

This thesis aims to investigate what kind of strategies one as a curator could use to position 

themselves against neoliberal forces through delving into ecological thinking in curatorial work.  

First this thesis seeks to is to define what ecological thinking means in the current curatorial 

discourse, and secondly and gather strategies to formulate a new kind of paradigm, that is informed 

by said ecological thinking. 

 

This thesis uses theories of new materialisms to approach the affective nature of matter and more-

than-human beings and seeks to investigate how it could be used in formulating new curatorial 

praxis.  

 

 

Research Questions 

 

The main question of this thesis is: what ecological thinking contains? What it means in relation to 

curating art? How it can be implemented in practices? What kind of implications such thinking 

could have against oppressive ideological and political values in a time of environmental crises?  

 

This research starts by examining what kind of socio-political forces and environmental issues 

affect institutional practices at this moment, and how, in effect, those forces affect artistic and 

curatorial practices in general. After defining the threats, I will try to examine: how these threats 

could be tackled in more pragmatic ways, not only as a topic or overarching theme?  

 

How could curatorial bodies (independent curators and art institutions) better foster ecological 

practices; what is done in practice now, and where could ecological thinking in the curatorial lead 

in the future?  

 

How could theories of new materialisms be used as counter force for neoliberal attitudes and as a 

way to delve into ecological questions, and how do they function in relation to curatorial practices?  

 

 

Method & Material  

 

The method for this research is semi-structured interviews with curators and collectives who work 

with ecological perspectives in a way or another. The aim was to gather practitioners, that work 
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with ecology, but seemingly from different angles. The interviewees were chosen based on my 

knowledge of the curatorial field. I wanted to have perspective from curators both who work inside 

institutions and independently, and also someone who would work collectively with others. All of 

the interviewees whom were asked, and are part of this thesis, took the invitation very positively, 

and saw connection points with the topic of this research relates to their individual or collective 

practices.  

 

The interviews are based on thematic topics that are closely related to curating and ecological 

thinking. The themes are the same for all the interviewees, but some of the questions are modified 

to fit their individual practices; especially for Laboratory for Aesthetics and Ecology the questions 

are adapted to fit their collaborative working methods. As the theoretical grounding for this thesis 

comes from new materialisms, it is used as a base from which and the questions for the interviews 

are developed. The main mission when conducting interviews is to find out, how ecological 

thinking is put onto practice and what kind of meanings it might bring to curatorial work.  

 

The interview questions were divided in five themes: ecology, curating, example of a project, post-

fossil paradigm and new materialisms in curating. The thematic frames for the interviews are 

attached in the appendix. First and foremost, I wanted to hear how the interviewees comprehend 

the term ecology, since it is an essential term for this research and can be understood in multitude 

of ways. I also felt, that their understanding of ecology also reflects the answers to the upcoming 

questions. Secondly, I posed questions concerning specifically curating and their curatorial 

practices, followed by an example of a project that was closely linked to ecology or some of its 

aspects. After that, questions about sustainability and post-fossil thinking were discussed. 

However, not all of the interviewees were aware of such post-fossil discourse. Finally, new 

materialisms in relation to curating were discussed. The last theme of the interview was clearly the 

most conceptual or theoretical, and the questions were conducted new materialisms in mind. Some 

of the questions were seemingly too vague for some of the interviewees to comprehend how they 

exactly relate to curatorial practices.  

 

Thus, also the primary material for this research comes from these thematic, semi-structured 

interviews with two curators, Jenni Nurmenniemi and Nataša Petrešin-Bachelez, and collective 

Laboratory for Aesthetics and Ecology. I chose to gather the material for this thesis through 

interviews, because the topic is not yet fully established and finding suitable examples for 

curatorial practices is rather difficult. Thus, interviewing practitioners, who work in the ecological 

sphere or with ecological topics seems more appropriate way of collecting first-hand material. The 

interviewees chosen are all currently based in Western and Northern Europe; in the global North; 

which makes the material collected situated in those regions. For further research it would be 

appropriate to include practitioners from a broader geographical sphere, from the global South and 

Eastern regions.  
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The interviews took place between January and March 2019. Every interview took around 1,5 

hours in total. I met with Jenni Nurmenniemi in person at a café in Helsinki. With Nataša Petrešin-

Bachelez, based in Paris, and Elena Lundquist Ortíz, based in Helsingor, the interviews were 

conducted through Skype. The interviews were mainly done in one session, but with Petrešin-

Bachelez we Skyped twice. All the interviews were recorded and fully transcribed.  

 

 

Jenni Nurmenniemi 

 

Jenni Nurmenniemi is a curator based in Helsinki. Nurmenniemi worked as a curator in HIAP 

(Helsinki International Artist Programme) between the years 2012-2018. This year, 2019, 

Nurmenniemi starts working independently. When working in HIAP, Nurmenniemi became more 

interested in the entanglement between art and ecology, and she was able to work thematically on 

ecology even inside of a residency program, especially through the five-year-long initiative 

Frontiers in Retreat, which she curated between the years 2013-2018.  

 

Frontiers in Retreat was an inquiry into the entanglement between ecology and contemporary art, 

started at HIAP, with 8 partnering institutions or initiatives, 25 artists and invited scholars, 

scientists, writers and curators, functioning as a network between different artist residencies within 

Europe.3  The project focused on multidisciplinary dialogue on ecological questions and the 

possibilities that artists residencies bring for artistic research and knowledge exchange.4  The 

project lasted for five years, diving deeper on ecological issues on a local level in remote locations, 

to get more thorough look into globally articulated, environmental and ecological processes and 

concerns.5 The initiative set a fertile ground for research, experimental artistic and 

multidisciplinary practices, try-outs for a post-fossil paradigm and embodied knowledge 

productions.  

 

More recently, HIAP participated in the Gwangju Biennale 2018 Pavilion Projects with an 

exhibition Fictional Frictions, curated by Nurmenniemi.6 This year, 2019, Nurmenniemi is the 

curator of the inaugural Fiskars Village Art & Design Biennale, in Fiskars, Finland, witch 

exhibition called Kanssaelo – Beings With.7 

                                                 
3 Partners involved: Mustarinda, Scottish Sculpture Workshop - SSW, Cultural Front GRAD, Centre d'Art i 

Natura CAN, HIAP - Helsinki International Artist Programme, Skaftfell - Center for Visual Art, 

Interdisciplinary Art Group SERDE, Jutempus. Artists involved: Bartaku, Quelic Berga, Brett Bloom, Sylvia 

Grace Borda, Company, Gints Gabrans, Fernando Garcia-Dory, Kati Gausmann, Carl Giffney, Tue Greenfort, 

Terike Haapoja, Hanna Husberg, Radhildur Ingadottir, Saara-Maria Kariranta, Mari Keski-Korsu, Elena Mazzi, 

Janne Nabb & Maria Teeri, Mirko Nikolic, Tuula Närhinen, Khaled Ramadan, Anna Rubio, Joanes Simon-

Perret, Richard Skelton, Tracey Warr, Simon Yuill. 
4 See more: http://www.frontiersinretreat.org (accessed 29 November 2018). 
5 Ibid. 
6 Helsinki International Artist Program (HIAP), e-flux |website], https://www.e-

flux.com/announcements/211964/fictional-frictions/ (accessed 14 April 2019).  
7 Fiskars Village Art & Design Biennale, https://fiskarsvillagebiennale.com, (accessed 14 April 2019). 
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Nataša Petrešin-Bachelez 

 

Nataša Petrešin-Bachelez is an independent curator, editor and writer based in Paris. She has 

curated exhibitions such as Show Me Your Archive and I Will Tell You Who is in Power at Kiosk 

(2017, with Wim Waelput, Ghent), Let’s Talk about the Weather at the Sursock Museum (2016, 

with Nora Razian and Ashkan Sepahvand, Beirut) and Resilience. Triennial of Contemporary Art 

in Slovenia (2013, Ljubljana). Currently, she is working with Contour Biennial 9, Coltan as 

Cotton. The biennale is organized between September 2018 and October 2019 in Mechelen, 

Belgium.  

 

Coltan as Cotton, unusually for a biennale spanning across almost a whole year, is divided in 

three different phases; first, The Waxing Crescent Moon Phase - 11-13 January 2019 and the 

second, ongoing phase, The Full Moon Phase - 17-19 May 2019, the third to be announced.8 

The biennale relates closely to its site: the city of Mechelen, and especially it’s and Belgium’s 

colonial histories. With the biennale, Petrešin-Bachelez is interested to find alternative ways 

to work within a biennale context, situating and positioning it, working sustainably and from 

decolonial perspectives.9 

 

 

Elena Lundquist Ortíz from Laboratory for Aesthetics and Ecology 

 

The third interviewee is curator Elena Lundquist Ortíz, from Laboratory for Aesthetics & 

Ecology. It is a collective consisting of Dea Antonsen, Ida Bencke Elena Lundquist Ortíz, 

Andrea Fjordside Pontoppidan & Miriam Wistreich, and it is a multidisciplinary platform for 

experimental, ecological practices and knowledge productions founded in 2014.10 Their 

activities range from artistic, theoretical and scientific practices and entanglements between 

those, informed by Posthumanism and feminisms.  

 

Lundquist Ortíz, based in Helsingør, is behind the curatorial research project hydra, which 

focuses on “worlding, trans-corporeality and oceanic healing”.11 What Lundquist Ortíz 

expresses in this thesis, are her opinions and do not necessarily reflect the mutual opinion of 

the whole collective. 

 

 

                                                 
8 More about the biennale: Contour 9 Biennale [website], https://www.contour9.be/en/contour/ (accessed 14 

April 2019). 
9 Ibid.  
10 Laboratory for Aesthetics and Ecology [website], http://www.labae.org/hydra/ (accessed 29 November 2018). 
11 See more: http://www.labae.org/hydra/ (accessed 29 November 2018).  
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Mustarinda Association  

 

As the topic of this thesis is in parts inspired by the work of Mustarinda association and projects 

they have realized; texts, reports and other documents from those are used as secondary material 

for this thesis.  Mustarinda association has since their inauguration in 2009 experimented with 

post-fossil transition through artistic, theoretical and cross-disciplinary practices. The experiment 

spreads out from practical solutions to an all-encompassing paradigm among artists, theorists and 

researchers of the association. The Mustarinda house, which functions as a residency and an 

exhibition space, works as the main site of the experiment. The house is powered mainly on 

renewable energy, such as solar panels, geothermal and compost heating.12 

 

I chose not to conduct interviews with Mustarinda, but only discuss their work through different 

examples. The reasoning behind not conducting an interview was that the members of the 

association are mostly artists and researches (even though they do organize and curate exhibitions) 

whereas this thesis is centered around curatorial practices. Also, Mustarinda’s work is very 

multidisciplinary and collaborative, thus, I find it more appropriate to refer to Mustarinda as the 

whole association. Add to these reasons, it is fairly easy to find documented material of their 

projects and statements, and the material I was able to gather felt sufficient in the scope of this 

thesis.  

 

 

Theoretical Framework 

 

The theoretical framework for this thesis was gathered and motivated by my own interest on 

ecology and environmental issues and looking for ways how these two main topics of this 

research, curating and ecology, could be integrated. Especially the work of Mustarinda association, 

has left a deep impact on me, and led me to learn more about post-fossil discourse and the vast 

impacts of cultures induced in the use of fossil fuels. Other, deeply affecting discourse on my 

understanding of ecology – more specifically matter and nonhuman agents – were theories of new 

materialisms. This first peculiar, ontological thought opened many windows for my understanding, 

thinking and talking about matter and material dimensions of practices, and those also as potential, 

political forces. Soon enough I realized that these things are very much entangled. As a whole, 

they set up the frames how I could approach curating as a practice, which is in the same way 

entangled in material thinking, potentialities and affects.  

 

The structure of the section goes as follows: first, the main, broader, framework for this thesis is 

introduced: the post-anthropocentric turn in the Humanities. More specifically I will focus on 

theories of new materialisms, which are used as theoretical point of departure and approach to 

ecological thinking in curating art. Secondly, the other main motivation to conduct this research is 

                                                 
12 Mustarinda [website], http://mustarinda.fi (accessed 19 March 2019).  
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discussed: post-fossil transformation. The section is finished by defining some key terms of the 

research.  

 

 

The Post-Anthropocentric Turn  

 

This research is situated in line of scholarly work, which has been breaking the modern, 

humanist conventions by placing the “human” away from the center of interest. Feminist and 

post-colonial theorists have been actively pursuing this shift by reframing the superiority of 

Man, which has been the core of humanist thought. The reframing, or rather off-centering, of 

the human subject, is the core principle of the post-anthropocentric turn; or as Braidotti 

articulates: the Human as the “emblem of an exceptional species”, that claims the central 

position “in contemporary, technologically mediated knowledge production systems” is off-

centered.13 The said turn is triggered by the convergence following two issues: the climate 

change and information technologies, which entail “a high degree of global mediation”.14 

 

To engage in this new, posthuman, frame of reference, the pivotal methodology for engaging 

in the post-anthropocentric turn is the practice of defamiliarization, namely disidentifying 

anthropocentric values: in a similar manner as feminism has been disengaging from 

representations of institutionalized gender identities and postcolonial discourse has disrupted 

white privilege and other racialized, structured ideas of a human subject.15  What those 

discourses, namely feminist, postcolonial and race theorists have already pioneered to some 

extent, post-anthropocentric turn craves to go further: the turn entails “becoming relational in 

a complex and multidirectional manner”, more so than focusing solely on the human subjects:  

 

[…] By challenging the anthropocentric habits of thought, it [post-anthropocentric 

turn] foregrounds the politics of the “naturalized” nonhuman others and thus 

requires a more radical break from the assumptions of human uniqueness. […] 

Becoming-earth (geocentered) or becoming-imperceptible (zoe-centered) entails a 

radical break from established patterns of thought (naturalization) and introduces a 

radically immanent relational dimension.16 

 

The post-anthropocentric turn and often also other posthuman discourses state, that the 

dualistic Western way of thinking has led to climate collapse and other urgent environmental 

and social injustices in the world. One of such examples is the nature/culture divide, which 

                                                 
13 R. Braidotti, ”Four Theses On Posthuman Feminism”, Anthropocene Feminism, Minneapolis and London, 

University of Minnesota Press, 2017, pp. 26-31.  
14 Ibid., pp. 28. 
15 Ibid,, pp. 26-31. 
16 Ibid,, pp. 30. 
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will be discussed further in chapter 2. Seeing nature as something inherently different from 

the superior human has affected the way that humans extract material resources from the earth 

and exploit nonhuman beings. Therefore, the post-anthropocentric turn has its roots deep in 

ecological issues and aims to challenge those thoughts.  

 

The Post-Anthropocentric turn is greatly affected by feminist materialists and theories of new 

materialisms, which I also decided to apply to this research. My interest stems from 

ecological artistic practices, from which I have further studied especially new materialisms, 

which brings theoretical perspectives to those practices, especially considering its material-

oriented nature. As Braidotti calls it a new frame of reference, in the same way I see that post-

anthropocentric turn is currently effective across disciplines. Rather than something suitable 

for curating and art as such, post-anthropocentric turn proposes new and necessary paradigms 

to apply to any line of study or discourse in its urgency.  

 

 

New Materialisms 

  

The world consists of matter, from microbiological cells and cellular reactions to enormous 

socioeconomic structures and from organic matter to artificial objects. We, as humans, are as much 

surrounded by materiality as we are part of it. In the history Western philosophies matter is usually 

understood to be separate from and inferior to immaterial things such as consciousness and 

agency; the powers of the mind, which also are commonly understood to be essentially human.17 

 

Theories of new materialisms ontologically challenge the concept of the human; especially 

human subjectivity and agency vis-à-vis non-human agency. The use of these concepts, like 

more-than-human, stem from a need to draw away from anthropocentrism in ontological 

thinking and realize the affective nature of those who are denied a human-like, or simply any 

kind of agency. It shares an intention with Posthumanism in the sense, that both theories 

challenge anthropocentricism and turn away from dualist and humanist thinking.18 New 

Materialisms refer to a set of theories that form new paradigms for materiality, but which do 

not compose an overall ontology (hence the plural form).19 New materialisms provide 

paradigms of thinking beyond the Western, dualist and anthropocentric way of seeing the 

environment and its materiality and ways of imagining a more intimate relationships with the 

living and non-living world among us. 

The dualistic division into humans and non-humans, unhumans, more-than-humans, all-the-

other-than-humans, is profoundly anthropocentric. The terminology already suggests, that to 

                                                 
17 D. Coole and S. Frost (ed.), New Materialisms – Ontology, Agency and Politics, Durham and London, Duke 

University Press, 2010, p. 2. 
18 K. Sanzo, “New Materialism(s), Critical Posthumanism [website], 2018, 

http://criticalposthumanism.net/genealogy/new-materialisms/ (accessed 12 October 2018) 
19 D. Coole and S. Frost (ed.), New Materialisms – Ontology, Agency and Politics, p. 5. 
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be non-human, is to be something other. Othering enables degrading, utilizing and even 

exploiting those that are not granted agency. However, othering affects some more-than-

human bodies more than others. In particular, the agency of non-human animals is easier to 

recognize as the agency of other bodies and inorganic things, due to already established and a 

growing body of knowledge in scientific research on consciousness, emotional and cognitive 

capabilities of non-human animal species, especially those of mammals. Domestication of 

specific species has also contributed greatly on how those species are treated. A domesticated 

dog, “a man’s best friend”, is essentially closer to human than a wild dog. Even though some 

non-human animals are treated as individual subjects with distinct personalities, not all 

animals have acquired this privilege and are treated as profoundly other; some even as 

commodities or objects. The division of non-human animals to categories of agency is based 

on the intentions and needs of humans.  

When it comes to non-animals, in recent years, there has been an increase in literature on 

vegetal behavior; notably in theorizing and research around plant communication.20 These 

new philosophies challenge the conception that plants function as complete automata, sharing 

no connection to their environment, when in fact, plants do communicate to each other and 

other species in more complex ways than thought before.  

Ontologically matter has been often understood to be inert, however, new materialist theorists 

argue that matter is in fact not passive, but an active force: political theorist and philosopher 

Jane Bennett calls matter “vibrant” and something that has “thing-power”.21 For Bennett, 

trash, electrical shutdowns, rat carcasses and foodstuffs are ontologically the same and all of 

the mentioned carry thing-power, which is a potential to affect other things and bodies.22 

Moreover, Coole & Frost state, that matter has direction, even without interference of a 

human subject; matter is self-transformative and self-organizing.23 In fact, matter becomes, 

rather than it simply is; Coole & Frost describe this as the choreographies of becoming.24 Not 

only is matter an active agent, but it also acts utterly separately from human intention.  

When going even deeper in the materiality of the world and societies, some more abstract 

“things” or phenomena can be understood as matter or at least having material agency. Jason 

W. Moore has argued in his book “Capitalism in the Web of Life” that capitalism acts as a 

global ecological force, that exploits natural resources for more profit and value.25 It “acts” as 

                                                 
20 E.g. M. Marder, Plant-Thinking: A Philosophy of Vegetal Life, Columbia University Press, 2013. 
21 J. Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things, Durham and London, Duke University Press, 2010, 

p. 51. 
22 J. Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things, p, 51. 
23 D. Coole and S. Frost (ed.), New Materialisms – Ontology, Agency and Politics, Durham and London, Duke 

University Press, 2010, p. 10. 
24 D. Coole and S. Frost (ed.), New Materialisms – Ontology, Agency and Politics, p. 10. 
25 J. W. Moore, Capitalism in the Web of Life. Ecology and the Accumulation of Capital, Brookyln and London, 

Verso, 2015.  
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it was a material body, even though it is a social construct, but in fact, it does have agentic 

capacities: capitalism does affect one’s day to day live in very visible, even material ways. 

Timothy Morton has the same kind of arguments for climate crisis, and he sees these 

enormous, all-encompassing phenomena, that have material dimensions, as hyperobjects. A 

Hyperobject is a thing that is “massively distributed in time and space”.26 Hyperobjects are 

not only assemblages of other objects: let’s say, climate crisis as a hyperobject, has “local 

manifestations”, such as specific effects, like drought, that is has on certain areas. Yet, the 

drought is not climate crisis itself, since climate crisis is a global phenomenon with a specific 

temporality, that is not directly measurable.27 Morton draws from Object Oriented Ontology 

(OOO), which will not be discussed in this thesis, but the term hyperobject well illustrates 

concepts like the Anthropocene, climate crisis and fossil fuels, that are all considered in this 

thesis in a way or another, especially their material dimensions.  

The attentiveness to the vitality of this entanglement affects also curatorial and artistic 

practices, as I will argue. This thesis seeks to apply the terminology used in new materialist 

discourses and draw attention to non-human agents at play in curatorial practices. Non-human 

agent as a term is innately ambiguous and challenging to apply in a discussion of curatorial 

practices; nevertheless, even as a curator, one operates with such agents continuously, as will 

come clear later on. 

 

Post-fossil Paradigm  

As mentioned above, the artists and researchers at Mustarinda association and theorists 

affiliated with the association have had the biggest impact on my understanding of post-fossil 

fuel paradigm, especially writings from Paavo Järvensivu, Tere Vadén & Antti Salminen, 

who are also mentioned in the upcoming pages. The Mustarinda association, in their own 

words, “reaches towards a post-fossil culture by combining scientific knowledge and 

experiential artistic activity”.28 The association also runs an artist and research residency in 

Kainuu, Finland, which will be discussed in more detail later on.  

Post-fossil paradigm has a lot to do with energy, its circulation, usage and affectivity. Thus, 

for example Järvensivu’s research joins a body of theories called energy humanities, which 

explores the vast cultural changes that the energy transition carries.29 Järvensivu’s has a 

practical approach to post-fossil experiments, and a lot of his research is carried out in and 

                                                 
26 T. Morton, Hyperobjects. Philosophy and Ecology After the End of the World, Minneapolis and London, 

University of Minnesota Press, 2013, p. 10.  
27 Ibid.  
28 Mustarinda, www.mustarinda.fi [website], (accessed 17. April 2019).  
29 P. Järvensivu, ”A Post-fossil fuel transition experiment: Exploring cultural dimensions from a practice-

theoretical perspective”, Journal of Cleaner Production, 2017, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2017.03.154, 

(accessed 8 November 2018).  
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about Mustarinda house. Other seminal texts of post-fossil culture are by Salminen & Vadén, 

who approach the topic through philosophical essays on energy, such as Energy and 

Experience An Essay In Nafthology (2015).30  

Post-fossil fuel paradigm reaches to multiple different disciplines and spheres of life: it is of 

course about environment, but also about politics, economics and technology – also food 

production, transportation and any mundane aspect of life is affiliated with fossil fuels, and 

the oil dependency thereof.31 Nothing is really outside of the fossil fuel world, that we now 

live in. As fossil fuels, their burning and extraction, are the biggest reasons of the climate 

emergency and ecological issues, a transition to other energy sources is urgent and necessary, 

to say the least. Mustarinda makes a clear point, that this transition is way more than just 

technocratic solutions and switching to renewable energy sources. It is a deep cultural change 

– not only a transition, but a transformation. The dependencies and entanglements of fossil 

fuels are discussed more in chapter 1.  

 

Terminology 

Ecology 

 

The most common understanding of the term ecology is the natural scientific study of 

interactions between organisms and their environment. In this thesis, the term ecology is used 

widely to discuss the relationships between all living and non-living things. This cross-

disciplinary use of the term is quite common in multiple discourses across the humanities. 

The interdependence of beings and things, the effects of realizing those dependencies and 

their agentic consequences to the surrounding environment are in the core of this thesis, 

although the research deals with creative and practical processes in contemporary art 

discourse. To put it simply, ecology depicts the entanglements of bodies, materials and 

environments.  

 

More-than-human 

In this thesis, the term more-than-human agent contains, depending on the situation, simply 

everything that is not human. Humans inhabit this planet with vast variety of different kinds 

of agents; from bodies, such as non-human animals, plants and fungi; to things, objects, 

organic and inorganic environment, landscapes and other material dimensions. I chose to use 

                                                 
30 A. Salminen & T. Vadén, Energy and Experience: An Essay In Nafthology, Chicago, MCM, 2015. 
31 https://www.mustarinda.fi/magazine/post-fossil-fuel-culture/post-fossil-fuel-culture 
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the term more-than-human, because the term non-human has a hierarchizing tone: it puts the 

human in the center, and everything else is a negation of human. 

More-than-human sphere covers both living and non-living things and different arrangements 

of matter: Deleuze & Guattari have argued to consider for example cultural institutions and 

biological systems as “bodies without organs”, as they should be comprehended in terms of 

all-encompassing materiality, rather than ideological structures.32 The all-encompassing 

quality of matter derives from the observation, that matter is not merely physical, but also 

social, psychic and relational.33 Therefore, any kind of matter can form connections to other 

bodies and things, initiate a change in its environment; it has a capacity to affect and be 

affected. 

 

Previous Research 

 

In this section I will investigate what has been done at the meeting point of art, curating and 

ecology. Climate crisis has become a central issue in various disciplines, as well as a visible 

in contemporary art; the phenomena are so vast, that the causes and effects of ecological crisis 

impacts virtually all scientific and theoretical discourses. One of the most dominating 

concepts in curatorial and art historical writing is the Anthropocene and its relations to 

contemporary art, which will be looked in more depth. I aim to define especially why 

curatorial discourse should move forward from the Anthropocene-thesis. Secondly, the 

section will examine new materialisms in relation to art historical writing and curating, and 

finally, investigating politically motivated curating. By outlining the research background, I 

aim to define a niche for this research. 

 

 

Art in the Anthropocene 

 

In recent years, there has been a lot of curatorial writing as well as exhibitions on the topic of 

the Anthropocene. The term aims to bring forth the vast effects the human race has had on the 

planet earth. The Anthropocene considered as a geological time period is also critiqued, since 

not one specific starting point has been proposed and its causes and effects are vast and still 

unknown and unpredictable. Nevertheless, Anthropocene is a widely used term usually 

related to ecological art and “sustainability” in the arts.  

 

                                                 
32  G. Deleuze & F. Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, London and New York, 

Bloomsbury Academic, 2017, p. 180-198.  
33 G. Deleuze & F. Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, London and New York, 

Bloomsbury Academic, 2017, p. 180-198. 
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The Anthology Art in the Anthropocene. Encounters Among Aesthetics, Politics, 

Environments and Epistemologies (2015) aims to propose “a propositional itinerary, 

accompanied by some preliminary heuristics, for encountering art in the Anthropocene.”34 

The editors state that the book works as a “conceptual centrifuge for further speculation and 

future action” in the Anthropocene era, through texts from art historians, curators, theorists 

and artists.35 As the book lays a groundwork on speculating and investigating art in the 

Anthropocene, this thesis aims to look more into practicalities in the middle of those same 

forces that ground the Anthropocene thesis, and find more hands-on praxis on curatorial 

practices.  

 

It comes clear that the Anthropocene, the “human epoch”, and the vast effects it has on 

ecological, geological and socio-economic levels, do in different ways alter the conception of 

art and its production. Whether or not the Anthropocene is considered as an actual Epoch, the 

concept has had already deep cultural and theoretical implications. Thus, the concept is 

almost inseparable from discussions around art and ecology. Nevertheless, I chose not to base 

this research on the Anthropocene thesis, since the concept can be greatly critiqued. Curatorial 

writings on the Anthropocene focus on the most part on artistic practices and especially 

visualizing the drastic effects that the human race has had on the planet earth. However, 

Anthropocene is not a singular narrative. It might be referred to it in plural, the 

“Anthropocenes”, to point out that the term embodies a set of timelines and experiences; 

different relational attributes and no shared, universal experiences nor a language.36 Also 

because the causes are not originating from influence of a homogenous human race, rather 

than a very small share of people. Even more importantly, the effects are not divided equally 

but for example some minorities and people living in certain fragile environmental areas are 

affected more greatly than others. As, Wilke argues: the discussion around Anthropocene is 

seriously lacking a postcolonial perspective, as well as one of environmental justice, which 

would recognize the activeness of other-than-humans.37 Anthropologist & scholar of 

Indigenous studies, Zoe Todd poses the need to “Indigenize the Anthropocene”: “the academy 

must dismantle the underlying heteropatriarchal and white supremacist structures that shape 

its current configurations and conversations”, she states.38 

                                                 
34 Davis H. & E. Turpin (eds.), Art in the Anthropocene. Encounters Among Aesthetics, Politics, Environments 

and Epistemologies, London, Open Humanities Press, 2015. 
35 Ibid.  
36 Picard, C., “Considering Coexistence: An Interview with Jenni Nurmenniemi”, Bad at Sports [website], 2016, 

http://badatsports.com/2016/considering-coexistence-an-interview-with-jenni-nurmenniemi/, (accessed 6 

November 2018). 
37 S. Wilke, “Anthropocenic Poetics Ethics and Aesthetics in a New Geological Age”, RCC Perspectives: 

Anthropocene: Envisioning the Future of the Age of Humans, No. 3, 2013, p. 70 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/26240510, (accessed 26 September 2018). 
38 Todd, Z. “Indigenizing the Anthropocene”, in Davis H. & E. Turpin (eds.), Art in the Anthropocene. 

Encounters Among Aesthetics, Politics, Environments and Epistemologies, London, Open Humanities Press, 

2015, p. 241-254. 
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Subject-centered visuality seems to be one of core critique for the way Anthropocene has 

been considered in art: “Are there alternative ways of embodiment in nature that are not based 

on the visual gaze?”, asks Wilke, and calls for responses to the environment, that are 

materialized, not subject-centered; in other words: embodied. 39 Wilke points out land art 

movement as an example of an embodied practice in the time of the “Anthropocene”.40 Land 

art certainly functions as a paradigm for approaching the environment, but the motivation for 

the movement did not arise solely from environmental distress, rather than from artists’ need 

to reject the sterile white cube. The motivation behind ecological practices, though, are not 

based on abandoning the art institution or the white cube, rather than infiltrating the structures 

and push those institutions to change their practices from the inside. 

Art historian T.J. Demos has written broadly on the topic in his books Against the 

Anthropocene. Visual Culture and Environment Today (2017) and Decolonizing Nature - 

Contemporary Art and the Politics of Ecology (2016), with a similar critical viewpoint. 

Demos analyzes images, that contribute to the narrative of the Anthropocene; massive mining 

operations, oil fields and wastelands. These images can have aesthetic beauty in them, 

whereas in reality these operations do tell a story of a planet that is being exploited by 

capitalist intentions. However, as mentioned above, this story is not of humanity: The 

Anthropocene fails to capture the divisions on who are affected by it and where, and 

especially who in the “Anthropos” is to blame. Demos also poses critique to “eco-optimists” 

that still believe that human mastery and technological inventions will save the destroyed 

planet; in an “neo-promethean” way it is believed that despite the already exhaustive ways 

capitalism, intertwined with technological progress, has affected living ecosystems and 

nonliving environments, the key to “success” lies in these techno-utopias.41  

 

This thesis continues with Demos’ ideas as a starting point for a conversation, where could 

the discussion go after the greatly critiqued Anthropocene-thesis, while keeping in mind that 

decolonialism, fossil capitalist structures and environmental justice are deeply interlinked.  

 

 

New Materialisms in the Arts  

 

Even though there has been wide interest in the art historical perspective on the 

Anthropocene, research on curatorial practices with other ecological implications are more 

uncommon. Nevertheless, the new materialist theories have been applied to some curatorial 

writings, art historical research and art exhibitions.   

                                                 
39 Wilke, ”Anthropocenic Poetics Ethics and Aesthetics in a New Geological Age”, p. 69. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Demos, T.J., Against the Anthropocene: Visual Culture and Environment Today, Berlin, Sternberg Press, 

2017, p. 44. 
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In dissertation Following the Flows of Process – a New Materialist Account of Contemporary 

Art (2012) Art historian Katve-Kaisa Kontturi follows art processes from a new materialist 

perspective, as a way of encountering art and following bodies and materials in a constant 

flow.42 The central questions of the research are how to conceptualize the movement of 

materialities at play and how it can be implemented in art historical analysis.43 The fieldwork 

of the research situates in between the years 2002-2007 and during those years Kontturi 

followed the process of three artists: painter Susanna Nevado, sculptor Helena Hietanen & 

and photographer Marjukka Irni.44 Kontturi aims for a research practice, that takes those 

material flows in to attention and “appreciates matter as movement ad matter capable of 

transformation and creation” and refers to herself as a “follower” in this research approach – 

which means “encountering processes as they happen” and obtain oneself from having any 

kind of assumptions of the art that is encountered, and rather, be open for surprises: thus, to 

follow art processes is also to become-with.45 She proposes, that the theoretical framework of 

new materialisms comes down to an “ontology of becoming” and thus, her research aims to 

shed light on “how art-events happen – how they become”.46 

 

Kontturi’s art historical perspective on flowing materialities in art processes is firmly 

connected with a critical perspective on how meanings are extracted solely from 

representations: Kontturi argues, that even though critical analysis on representations has its 

important purposes on making prevailing power structures (regarding for example gender and 

race) visible, it tends to overshadow more subtle meanings.47 Thus, meaning making is strictly 

linked with art processes’ and encounters’ material and corporeal dimensions. The new 

materialist research method does not challenge or undermine the power of the visual, rather 

than propose that the material aspects and the visual representations are entangled.48  

 

As Kontturi discusses encountering art, in this case art with political implications, through 

Marjukka Irni’s piece Sappho wants to save you (2005-2010). Kontturi states that a common 

perception when encountering political art, is that the viewer should understand symbolic 

meanings and irony, or else, the work stays beyond comprehension. However, Kontturi argues 

that even political art works have other than merely representational dimensions; even 

material aspects, that are considered technical, such as the hanging of the work, has political 

                                                 
42 K-K. Kontturi, Following the Flows of Process – a New Materialist Account of Contemporary Art, Turku, 

Universtiy of Turku, 2012.  
43 Ibid., p. 13. 
44 Ibid., p. 24-25. 
45 Ibid., p. 14. 
46 Ibid., p. 30.  
47 K-K. Kontturi, ”Uusmaterialistista nykytaiteen tutkimusta”, Tahiti – Konsthistorien som vetenskap [website], 

02/2012, http://tahiti.fi/02-2012/vaitokset/uusmaterialistista-nykytaiteen-tutkimusta/, accessedd 28 November 

2018.  
48 Ibid. 
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forces.49 Thus, the political messages are also affective in material ways.50 A new materialist 

perspective in this research deals also with political implications of material processes, due to 

the ecological dimensions that connect those practices that are investigated. The political 

aspects of materiality are considered also in the section “New materialisms” in chapter 3 

through theories by Bennett and Coole & Frost.  

 

Kontturi proposes encountering artworks as matter “beyond symbolism and representations”, 

and instead, when she encounters Helena Hietanen’s and Jaakko Niemelä’s Heaven Machine, 

she asks:  

 

[…] where are its energies, intensities, its capabilities? […] the question is not only 

what I am able to do with Heaven Machine, how I am able to move it by means of 

reading and interpreting, but also what it does to me, how it connects to me, how it 

moves me.51 

 

This thesis aims to draw on similar material perspective as Kontturi, who is also influenced in 

her research by feminist philosopher Elizabeth Grosz among others, but instead of focusing 

on artistic practices, it investigates curatorial and institutional processes, in which the material 

dimensions are often overshadowed or not given as much attention.  

Trilogy of exhibitions curated by Susanne Pfeffer in Fridericianum, Kassel, Germany, have 

been described as modifying Fridericanium into a platform for artistic practices that are 

modeled for post-human century and marking the “post-human turn” in art.52 The exhibitions, 

Speculations on Anonymous Materials (2013), nature after nature (2014) and Inhuman 

(2015), challenged the humanist ideals and brought the materiality into center of attention 

brought the dichotomies of material/digital, civilization/nature subject/object into question.53 

Speculations on Anonymous Materials started out with an aim to bring “the post-internet 

generation” art into institutions, even though Pfeffer herself avoided using such terms, as the 

artists themselves “avoid any neoliberal branding”54. In this generation of artists, Pfeffer 

recognizes a shift in practices, which a focus on more “material-based approaches”.55 Pfeffer 

states, that much of this artistic work is based on philosophies such as OOO (Object Oriented 

Ontology) and Speculative Realisms, and even post-internet art and new materialist 

                                                 
49 Ibid. 
50 Ibid. 
51 K-K. Kontturi, Following the Flows of Process – a New Materialist Account of Contemporary Art, pp. 51. 
52 T.Bettridge, ”Susanne Pfeffer: How Art’s Post.HumanTurn Began in Kassel”, 032c, [website], accessed 27 

November, 2018, https://032c.com/how-arts-post-human-turn-began-in-kassel/ 
53 Ibid.  
54 Ibid. 
55 Ibid. 
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ontologies might sound incompatible at first, they are, in fact, deeply entangled, as will be 

discussed in chapter 3.   

 

Summary 

 

There are some connections between art and ecology in current art historical and curatorial 

discourse, especially about the Anthropocene-thesis and climate crisis. Nevertheless, there is 

not that much previous research on ecology as a broader term, which entails more than 

environmental issues, as I will use it in this thesis. Ecology has been understood to be mostly 

about “nature” and motivations on preserving it. Adding to that, this thesis frames ecology 

and ecological thinking as something, that is inherently anti neo-liberal. Pfeffer talks about 

new materialisms in a more politically motivated manner, nevertheless, ecology has more 

often than not been understood as something separate from current political discourse, until 

recently.  

 

The previous research focuses more on artistic practices, unlike this thesis, which researches 

especially curatorial practices with ecological implications. For example, new materialisms 

are discussed more in art historical or artistic research, but research on curatorial practices 

with material implications are more uncommon; there is close to none written research on 

curatorial praxis in the broadened ecological sphere. Most importantly, this thesis starts from 

theoretical starting points, but aims to look deeper into practicalities – what actually can be 

done, in terms of anti-neo-liberal, ecological curating?  

 

For me personally, one seminal text on rethinking curatorial practices is Maura Reilly’s 

Curatorial Activism – Towards an Ethics of Curating (2018), where she asks: “How can we 

get people in the art world to think about gender, race, and sexuality, to understand that these 

are persistent concerns that require action?”.56 There are multiple things that separate Reilly’s 

book and this research; Reilly’s is a survey of large-scale exhibitions, that broke the art 

world’s status quo of white, Western cis-men, and focuses on identity-based curating.57 This 

research, however, focuses on totally different aspects of political activism: on ecological 

thinking, and confronts neoliberal values, systemic racism and climate crisis. To be clear, it is 

not to say that these issues would not be related, because they are. Nevertheless, both this 

research and Reilly’s text, can be read as forms of institutional critique, and critique of the 

prevailing power structures.58 Both aspire to conduct strategies for change in the art world. 

 

                                                 
56 M. Reilly, Curatorial Activism – Towards an Ethics of Curating, London, Thames & Hudson, 2018, p. 7. 
57 Ibid., p. 7. 
58 Ibid., p. 7. 
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Delimitations 

 

The issues, ranging from profound environmental crisis to a rise of neoliberal values in our 

societies, are all-encompassing and obviously not only limited to artistic, curatorial or institutional 

work. Nevertheless, the effects are clearly visible in ways how the art world functions and which 

things are seen valuable and which not. The position from which I write this thesis is very 

privileged and I’m not aiming to solve these immense issues, rather than trying to find ways from 

which I, as a curator, can find meaningful ways to engage in ongoing discourse considering the 

current socio-environmental landscape and share those meanings with bodies around me.  

 

As the topic is as broad as it is, and ecology and its implications to curating can be understood in 

multitude of ways, for the scope of this thesis not all aspects are discussed in a depth that they 

would otherwise deserve. Oppressive politics are only discussed briefly, even though right-wing 

politics are of great importance when considering, for example, what kind of forces affect the 

culture sphere and people working within it. The constant rise of extreme right is alarming and 

causes all kinds of oppressive and violent effects to our societies. It is also deeply entangled with 

neoliberal values and environmental issues, as mentioned above, and cannot be clearly divided 

within this intertwined mix of threats and issues. Thus, it is important to add, even if out of the 

scope of this thesis, that the power of these politics is immense on how we live together and how 

our surroundings are treated.  

 

As right-wing politics, also decolonial thinking is discussed less than it should be visible in this 

thesis. It is, however, of great importance when dismantling heteropatriarchal oppressive power 

structures, and should be considered, not only within the sphere of ecological curating, but within 

all kinds of practices and discourses. Another delimitation considering decolonial thinking, is that 

the material gathered for this thesis is focusing mainly on the global North.  

 

This thesis is but a start: I hope that it can function as a conversation opener, rather than serve 

ready-made answers – which there are none. As comes clear in this thesis, many of the things 

discussed are experiments, try-outs, finding of alternative ways of doing things.  

 

 

Thesis Structure  

 

The thesis is structured in three chapters. First, chapter 1 dives into institutional ecologies to 

provide a background for what kind of institutional practices are dominant in the global 

North. The chapter focuses on two forces, that currently shape those practices: neoliberalism 

and environmental issues. In this thesis, ecological practices are seen on opposition to 

neoliberal values. The threshold between environmental issues and art institutions is looked 

more closely through fossil fuels, especially in way of speculating why the art institution 
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based on fossil fuels is in a state of transition. The chapter aims to motivate, why a change in 

curatorial practices is necessary and could bring forth alternatives to the current practices. 

 

Chapter 2 takes off from the oppressive forces that shape the art institutions and societies at 

large and starts to formulate ecological thought and elaborate it. Curatorial practices are 

discussed through the material gathered from the interview: in which ways are these chosen 

practices ecologically motivated? What kind of implications on ecology and theoretical 

backgrounds do these curators and collectives have? The chapter aims to formulate ecological 

thought and the different aspects that it contains. 

 

After more theoretical conversation around ecology and curating, Chapter 3 looks deeper into 

practicalities. How can these theoretical and discursive starting points be brought into 

curatorial practice? What kind of pragmatic solutions there are, or should be, to counter the 

issues discussed in the first chapter? The chapter aims to initiate a broader discussion of the 

possible conditions of ecological curating.  

 

Finally, the chapters are followed by a concluding discussion, which considers how the aims 

of the thesis were fulfilled and proposes how the discussion could be developed further.  
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CHAPTER I. OPPRESSIVE CLIMATES & INSTITUTIONAL ECOLOGIES 

 

 

This chapter considers oppressive and even catastrophical forces that shape the socio-political, 

environmental and cultural climates today: neoliberalism, right-wing politics and climate collapse. 

These “forces” or “threats” function on very different levels, some of them being internalized on 

an individual or institutional level, and some of them act from outside. Neoliberalism and right-

wing politics are intertwined in political and ideological spheres, in rhetoric and values, whereas 

climate crisis is a threat from outside, accelerated by said neoliberal and right-wing politics. 

Nevertheless, climate crisis is not only a passive threat from outside, but also agentic in itself: it 

accelerates the rise of right-wing politics and neoliberal values, from climate science denialism to 

the trust, that the markets and technocratic solutions solve the climate crisis. All these three threats 

have complex, differently functioning relations to each other, and cannot fully be separated from 

each other. The depth of the analysis on these issues is delimited to cover only those that have a 

detectable connection to curating and artistic practices, and even still examined on a very 

superficial level, especially right-wing politics and its effects. This chapter aims to set a backdrop, 

why new kinds of paradigms are needed and in which ways these oppressing forces could be 

fought against on a curatorial level.  

 

Those socio-economic and political forces and environmental threats are considered and examined 

first in relation to institutional practices, since institutions play a pivotal role in forming curatorial 

practices; curating can never be totally separate from institutional frameworks. Engvist & 

Möntmann elaborate on the, sometimes contradictory, entanglement:  

 

“Curating and institutional, political and administrative work are – like software and 

hardware – not separate, but rather mutually dependent […] The separation between 

curating and these other kinds of work is essentially promoted by neoliberal 

forces”.59 

 

It is important to remember, that how progressive or ecological may a curatorial practice seem, it 

can more often than not contradict the institutional practices inside of which the curatorial 

processes happen. Thus, we need to take a critical look also on the institutional frameworks, to 

further introduce models that allow new practices to emerge.  

 

First, this chapter considers the current socio-political-environmental landscape in relation to 

institutional structures. What kind of effects do these threats, forces or values have on institutions? 

What then, are the responses from the institutions? What kind of critique is posed towards current 

                                                 
59 J. H. Engqvist & N. Möntmann, Agencies of Art: A report on the situation of small and medium-sized art 

centers in Denmark, Norway and Sweden (PDF), Oslo, OK BOOK, 2018, p. 84. 
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institutional structures, by smaller initiatives and independent curators? Through mapping the 

potential threats and outside forces that the culture sector is facing, this chapter finally looks into 

what kind of alternative ways smaller institutions have found to thrive in the current climate. The 

aim is to critically examine the situation, in which independent curators have to work today, and 

starts posing a question, that will be discussed throughout the thesis: how institutional practices 

should be rendered, that they would foster ecological practices, be they artistic or curatorial, 

better?  

 

 

The Late Capitalist Order & Neoliberal Institution 

 

“One of the most visible arenas for societal debate is democracy versus markets”, sates Paavo 

Järvensivu from Mustarinda association. Neoliberal thinking emphasizes the significance of the 

markets as the ultimate corrector of societal issues; Järvensivu calls this confidence as “anti-

science position”, in which the economy relies on abstractions such as competitiveness, efficiency, 

resources and money.60 Such neoliberal attitudes have reached all aspects of life in the global 

North, also the art institution.  

 

According to a survey on small and medium-sized art institutions in Scandinavia, by Engqvist & 

Möntmann, the neoliberal logics in the arts have normalized even in the smallest art initiatives – so 

called “corporate institutionalism” has been implemented in the strategies of institutions, maybe 

sometimes even at somewhat subconscious level; many smaller institutions might have 

experimental programs, but still rely on the neoliberal, market-driven logics and 

“managerialism”.61 Engqvist & Möntmann call this “internalized neoliberal impulse”, which is 

considered to be unwanted but vital for existing and functioning in the current situation. 62 

 

The neoliberal climate advocates efficiency; using resources as efficiently as possible, usually to 

turn in more profit. Even though not entirely harmful, as efficient planning can be also sustainable, 

but it can also be seen negatively in the production of exhibitions: they are organized in a shorter 

time span, production- and exposure-wise, to bring in more visitors and more income. The high-

tempo production span feeds to already precarious cultural sector, which is not based on efficient 

thinking as its core value. As a result, it brings pressure to artists to produce art faster, and be 

visible and attainable at all times. Add to that, some artistic practices just do not fit inside of 

institutional structures, which in this case might mean single, project-based exhibitions and a 

given, fairly short, period of time. This makes it nearly impossible for some artists to earn income 

from their art, as artist often rely on exposure given from exhibitions, residencies and grants – a 

                                                 
60 P. Järvensivu, ”Tools For Fixing Human-Nature Relations”, Mustarinda Magazine, no 1., 2012, p. 11-15. 
61 J. H. Engqvist & N. Möntmann, Agencies of Art: A report on the situation of small and medium-sized art 

centers in Denmark, Norway and Sweden (PDF), p. 70. 
62 Ibid. 
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vicious cycle, in which having one makes it more likely to get another. The artists have an 

apparent freedom for their art-making, but in reality, they have to balance between their artistic 

practices and pleasing gatekeepers such as funders, to actually make a living through art. The 

precarious working methods and working in-between can also be applied to smaller initiatives and 

independent curators.  

 

When it comes to resources, art institutions are suffering from reductions in public funding, and, 

especially bigger institutions, from declining visitor numbers and the need to compete among not 

only other art institutions, but also broadly with different operators in the entertainment industry. 

Some bigger art institutions and museums have tackled this problem by introducing immersive, 

large scale exhibitions, that serve a larger public. The audience numbers, length of the queues and 

mentions on social media serve as good indicators of success, at least according to neoliberal 

market-logics.63 Neoliberal values also include the drive for over-individualistic forms of being: 

exhibitions as spectacles serve a good platform for the current selfie-culture; building up an image 

of a sophisticated individual through social media, as the editor of Real Life Magazine, Rob 

Horning argues; “Museums are no longer spaces in which to experience art, but rather spaces in 

which to perform the self having art experiences.”64 In the neoliberal logic art is seen more as an 

commodity, as a means for something else. 

 

As a small organization it is close to impossible compete with these measuring methods like visitor 

numbers; they attract only a small share of those audience numbers that bigger institutions or 

museums do. Therefore, when neoliberalization in art museums it might mean spectacles and 

competing in a different scale, for medium and small sized institutions it might mean, according to 

Engqvist & Möntmann, spending more time spent on writing grant applications and other 

assessments, and being growingly unsure of the continuity of their existence.65 Small organizations 

have regularly ponder questions, such as in which ways could they prove to the funders to have 

significance and effectivity? Why is it necessary that the organization gets funded, and what will 

be improved for the upcoming year? How to plan an exhibition program, when there is no 

guarantee of funding?  

 

Small institutions and independent curators have often experimental curatorial approaches and 

might occupy a role of a “trendsetter”, because of their willingness to take risks regarding the 

                                                 
63 A current example could be the recently opened Amos Rex -museum in Helsinki, Finland, predecessor of the 

Amos Anderson Art Museum. Its opening exhibition Massless, by Japan-based collective Teamlab, has been a 

success with 240,000 visitors in four months, with people queuing for the exhibition in sub-zero degrees. The 

exhibition used digital technologies to create immersive and interactive installations, that cover the whole 

exhibition spaces from floor to ceiling. Art critic Harri Mäcklin has described the visit to the exhibition as a trip 

to an amusement park, and the installations as “virtual rollercoasters”.  One could also mention Yayoi Kusama’s 

exhibition Infinity Mirrors, the most hashtagged art exhibition on Instagram.   
64 R. Horning, ”The Price of Shares”, Even Magazine, http://evenmagazine.com/the-price-of-shares/, (accessed 

28th January 2019). 
65 J. H. Engqvist & N. Möntmann, Agencies of Art: A report on the situation of small and medium-sized art 

centers in Denmark, Norway and Sweden (PDF), p. 71. 
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exhibition programs.66 More often than not these certain “trends” that emerge from more 

experimental practices are taken over by bigger institutions, which actually might profit from the 

choices that these trendsetters or risk-takers probably will not. Often independent curators are 

expected to bring surplus values, which is not reflected in the salaries, for the institutions that 

invite them, as Petrešin-Bachelez describes:  

 

I think we have a terrible set of demands that are given for us [as curators], […] as 

independent curators we are asked to be an agent of change, that brings something 

to the institutions: that’ something that we’re valorized by or invited in the first place 

[…] There is a lot of expectations and tasks, such as bringing additional surplus 

values, sets of artist et cetera. The role of the curator is also maybe to downplay 

these expectations, because the fees that have been established by the labour market 

just do not in most cases reflect the immense work that we do.67 

 

Petrešin-Bachelez argues that independent curators are not valorized or paid for what the actual 

work contains, which is a lot of managerial work done for the institution, like applying for external 

funding and also acting as an “agent of change”. The independent curator has to occupy a role of a 

“forefront personality, that validates in a way the institution that invited them”, but at the same 

time contain an independent position.68 There is a tension between the expectations and the reality, 

and from this tension is easy to say that there is only so much a curator can do to maintain an 

independent position and experiment outside of institutional structures when, also referring back to 

what Engqvist & Möntmann describes as “internalized neoliberal impulse” earlier the chapter, that 

is intrinsic part of trying to function inside the current structures.  

 

A solution for the neoliberalization and its suppressing effects would mean denaturalizing the 

neoliberal practices that produce value through economic perspectives, as Järvensivu states.69 

Which is easier said than done: however, the neoliberal, progress-oriented, resource-based for-

profit models are closely linked with today’s fossil capitalist society. Since climate collapse is very 

real and urgent, the fossil fuel -based societies are facing a crisis. In the next section I will explore 

why and how the fossil fuel society is in a state transformation – as is the culture sector and its 

institutions. 

 

                                                 
66 J. H. Engqvist & N. Möntmann, Agencies of Art: A report on the situation of small and medium-sized art 

centers in Denmark, Norway and Sweden (PDF), p. 78. 
67 N. Petrešin-Bachelez interview 18.2.2019, Skype.  
68 Ibid. 
69 P. Järvensivu, ”Tools For Fixing Human-Nature Relations”, Mustarinda Magazine, no 1., 2012, p. 11-15. 
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Climate Crisis & the Fossil Institution 

 

Climate crisis is such entangled, webbed phenomenon, that it affects and penetrates almost 

every other current issue and experience: climate crisis is a human rights issue, feminist issue 

and migration issue just to name a few. It is not the “nature” or only climate we like to think 

that is changing, but whole structures of societies. After a short introduction to the topic and 

its urgency, this chapter will look deeper on the fossil fuel entanglements and the transition to 

post-fossil societies, and how and why those affect institutional and curatorial practices. The 

focus is on the transition in the energy-base of our societies, but also supplementing concepts 

like sustainability and degrowth are considered.  

 

Climate crisis and global heating is the biggest and most profound challenge of the current 

era, also a challenge in the sense that many leaders and people in power are resistant to solve. 

Already now profound changes have been put in motion with the carbon emissions that have 

been set free to the atmosphere. These changes are unpredictable, large-scale and possibly 

irreversible.70 The rising of temperatures, sea level rise and loss of biodiversity – all of this is 

already happening and will continue to do so in an uncontrollable pace. The latest release of 

the IPCC’s report on climate crisis says loud and clear that we should strive to stay under 1.5 

°C temperature rise above pre-industrial levels, which at this point seems to be close to 

impossible.71 Rather, if there will not be any radical changes to the structures of our societies, 

the climate might be facing even a 4°C rise, according to the report by the World Bank.72 That 

kind of rise would mean extreme heat waves, scarcity of food and clean water and a sea-level 

rise, that would cause to drown entire islands and coastal areas.73 Global warming is mainly a 

consequence of human activity; since the industrial revolution in the 18th century there has 

been an exploding usage of natural resources, increasing energy demand and population 

increase.74 Especially the increase in so called “greenhouse gas” emissions, such as carbon 

dioxide, has been rapidly warming the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide emissions get to the 

atmosphere mainly by burning of fossil fuels, which are the core of the modern life as we 

know it: in industrialized societies, basically all infrastructures from transportation to material 

production rely on fossil fuels.  

 

                                                 
70 The American Association for the Advancement of Science, AAAS Annual Report 2016 [webpage], 2016, 

https://www.aaas.org/resources/aaas-annual-report-2016 (accessed 12 May 2019). 
71 IPCC, Global Warming of 1.5 °C: an IPCC special report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5 °C above 

pre-industrial levels and related global greenhouse gas emission pathways, in the context of strengthening the 

global response to the threat of climate change, sustainable development, and efforts to eradicate poverty, 2018. 

Summary for policymakers: http://report.ipcc.ch/sr15/pdf/sr15_spm_final.pdf (accessed 7 November 2018).   
72 World Bank, ”Climate Change Report Warns of Dramatically Warmer World This Century”, World Bank 

Press Release, November 18, 2012, cited in N. Klein, This Changes Everything, Simon & Schuster, New York, 

2014, p. 13-14. 
73 N. Klein, This Changes Everything, Simon & Schuster, New York, 2014, p. 14. 
74 Nasa Global Climate Change [website], https://climate.nasa.gov/causes/ (accessed 19 March 2019) 
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Following the IPCC report the transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources is 

urgent. Even if governments would not commit to cutting down carbon emissions in time, 

there is vast changes in the horizon in the energy base of societies and the EROEI-rate of 

fossil energy is declining; fossil fuel reserves are getting scarce. More and more energy is 

consumed to extract fossil fuels in relation to how much energy is produced for actual use.75 

The fossil energy-base will not last forever to support the high energy dependent post-

industrial societies. As the reserves are declining, mining of fossil fuels will not only be a 

climate issue, but also a human-rights one. What makes this transition in the energy-base of 

our practices very complex, is that virtually every experience that we consider as modern is 

based on the high energy content of fossil fuels. Imre Szeman from After Oil, describes the 

fossil entanglements of modern life: 

 

[…] Every aspect of our culture and society has been shaped by access to fossil fuels, 

from our ideas about liberal freedoms and the character of social justice to our 

deepest epistemologies and ontologies. What appears to us as the blunt, boring 

givenness of everyday life is in fact mysterious and unusual, even if we cannot see 

it as such. […] Fossil fuel culture and modernity are one and the same; to be modern 

is, in part, not to know or understand this deep, dark dependence of the modern on 

the organic remnants of another era. […] A post fossil-fuel culture would thus be 

one in which we would no longer be modern —at least not in the way that we have 

been. […] To exist in such a culture, we would need to be unafraid of becoming 

other than we have been and more than we ever have been before.76 

 

Thus, the transition is not only a technical issue, but a deep cultural one, which is only 

recently brought in center of research and theory. For example, Järvensivu’s research on 

experiments in Mustarinda residency joins a body of theories called energy humanities, which 

explores the vast cultural changes that the energy transition carries.77 The practicalities and 

meanings that transitioning to post-fossil fuel structures are still unknown. The examples of 

such practices in post-industrial societies are almost nonexistent, especially on a general level; 

the meanings and materializations of post-fossil societies are still experimental and 

speculative.78  Nevertheless, the energy transition will affect everything, including artistic 

                                                 
75 EROEI: Energy Return on Energy Investment. The ratio of the amount of usable energy acquired from a 

particular energy resource to the amount of energy expended to obtain that energy resource. 
76 I. Szeman, cited in P. Järvensivu, Post-Fossil Fuel Culture?, Mustarinda Magazine, Issue 5, 2017, 

http://mustarinda.fi/magazine/post-fossil-fuel-culture/post-fossil-fuel-culture, (accessed 9 November 2018). See 

also http://afteroil.ca.    
77 P. Järvensivu, ”A Post-fossil fuel transition experiment: Exploring cultural dimensions from a practice-

theoretical perspective”, Journal of Cleaner Production, 2017, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2017.03.154, 

(accessed 8 November 2018).  
78 H. Laininen (ed.), Taiteen metsittymisestä. Harjoitteita jälkifossiilisiin oloihin, Uniarts Helsinki’s Academy of 

Fine Arts, 2018, p. 5-6. 
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practices, art institutions and the experiences and meanings those produce: The fossil art 

institution is in crisis.  

 

As discussed in the introduction chapter, climate crisis has been somewhat visible in 

contemporary art, anyhow, mainly focusing on the Anthropocene-thesis. On an institutional 

level, basically nothing has been done to actually engage in more sustainable practices. The 

question after this consideration lies here: how to turn discourse into transformative action? 

Art and its institutions have been always been fertile ground for discussing and reflecting on 

timely phenomenon, but they also have the potential to affect and to change practices, in this 

case starting from their own. Since the question is as urgent as the current climate collapse, 

taking action and committing to ecological practices is of great importance. Thinking about 

the environmental impacts of their work has for long been embraced by artists, but only until 

recently some institutions, art historians and curators have recognized, that the vast impact of 

the current environmental issues not only affect also institutional practices, including art 

historical interpretation and museum design.79 There is some serious re-evaluating ahead on 

certain art world structures, like in relation to big biennials, like Petrešin-Bachelez remarks: 

 

In the light of carbon footprint, in relation to biennials, I think we are just as bad as 

any other business person, who flies across the world with planes! And it’s really 

catastrophic, because there has been absolutely no reflection on that, or very, very 

little. And then the whole format is just repeated. It’s like; let’s talk about ecology 

and then fly from all over the world for three days and then fly back. 80 

 

What art institutions can do, is to re-evaluate their methods, materials and structures and 

engage in the discourse of developing more sustainable praxis.81 The question is not whether 

this should be done, rather than a fact that changes in practices are to be made – in what time 

scale will this happen, remains still unanswered. The conversation around post-fossil 

transition is starting to slowly arise from grassroots levels to broader audiences, but still many 

of the actual post-fossil practices are considered experimental: since the post-fossil thinking is 

surrounded by ethos of scarcity, it does not fit well with being profitable in our current 

neoliberal climate. Strangely enough, neoliberal attitudes, from their part, have accelerated the 

climate crisis with the will of constant growth, and now it stands in the way of finding 

possible solutions or engaging in practices, that would have less impact on the climate. This 

thesis takes departure from here, and through the upcoming pages tries to explore the 

possibilities and even experimental ways of how the current climate discourse, ideas of 

degrowth and post-fossility could be integrated in practice. 

                                                 
79 A. C. Braddock and R. Ater, “Art in the Anthropocene”, American Art, Vol. 28, No. 3, 2014, p. 5. 
80 N. Petrešin-Bachelez interview 18.2.2019, Skype.  
81 H. Laininen (ed.), Taiteen metsittymisestä. Harjoitteita jälkifossiilisiin oloihin, p. 5-6. 
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There are some profound changes ahead in the fabrics of our societies. Even though often 

framed an ethos of scarcity, post-fossil experimentalism open ups possibilities to not only 

sacrificing but rather doing things in an alternative way, as will come clear later on this thesis. 

Next section will discuss other socio-political distress affecting institutional and curatorial 

practices and resilience towards those.  

 

 

Other political distress 

 

Adding to the climate collapse and the all-encompassing neoliberal rhetoric and values, also 

the rise of far or extreme right-wing politics comes across as an alarming phenomenon.  

 

Right-wing politics come visible in things such as cuts for public funding for culture, but in 

its extreme form also as a threat of violence, and rise of racist movements, as is articulated by 

the Nordic network AOOO.82 The network poses concern on how the current political 

landscape may, or has already affected, smaller initiatives in the art field: the rise of populist, 

nationalist, racist and fascist movements and their neoliberal rhetoric cause worry in the 

current state of societies and their structures across Europe.83 Sebastian Dahlqvist from Art 

Lab Gnesta states, that the challenges in the political landscapes, that affect the arts, are threat 

of violence, repression, censorship and reductions in public funding.84  

 

Curator Nataša Petrešin-Bachelez, who is also concerned by the current political climate and 

the consistent rise of visibility of neofascim, believes that many of these issues can be 

discussed and thought within and through art:  

 

I always felt that within the arts, we are addressing very affective field and affective 

set of emotions, but there is also the real political gesture that can be done – either 

with the content or in the relationship where the project takes place – be it in an 

institutional context, political context, socio-political context. I firmly believe in the 

potentiality each artistic gesture has in order to talk about and address certain issues 

and address them in a way that someone might be very much moved by what one 

sees, what one hears, and in what ways could that affect that persons thinking.85 

                                                 
82 Arts Organizations Out of Office. The network consists of Konstfrämjandet (SE), Art Lab Gnesta (SE), 

UNICORN – Artists in solidarity (SE), Skånes konstförening (SE), Studio 17 (NO), MUU – Artists Association 

(FI), UKK – Unge Kunstnere og Kunstformidlere (DK). See more on: http://www.artlabgnesta.com/arts-

organizations-out-of-office/ 
83 S. Dahlqvist, Introduction based on the work of AOOO, Fält, nro 9, 2018, p. 8. 
84 Ibid. 
85 N. Petrešin-Bachelez interview 18.2.2019, Skype.  
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Petrešin-Bachelez says, that as a cultural producer, she takes her position, projects and 

contributions as a possibility to address these issues and sees a connection between current 

political climate with neofascistic movements, that are occupying others lived spaces, and the 

history of colonial drive, expansionist drive and the abuse of the other.86 Even though she sees 

that the arts have a big role in forming these political gestures, she interested in relating her 

future projects more to the field of education, where she sees these motivations starting; 

connecting the educational field with art institutional fields.87  

 

The challenges in the political climate for the art initiatives are rather severe and complex, 

abstract and concrete. One could wonder, what can small initiatives or curators do to solve 

them – but the question rather is what they have to do in order to survive and to be resilient. 

The next section briefly looks into what institutions can do to open up their practices to be 

more resilient.  

 

 

Towards Softer Institutional Models 

 

These contemporary threats and forces that I came across during my research, and as articulated by 

the interviewed curators and small institutions, are in the center of discussion of this thesis; climate 

crisis and other ecological crisis, neoliberalization and the rise of right-wing politics and radical 

right. Small and/or independent initiatives are struggling with finding ways to function and thrive 

in the middle of the current political and environmental landscape. Some have found power in self-

organizing and working collaboratively; border-crossing networks and associations have arisen in 

recent years, like initiatives that work across national and disciplinary borders, such as AOOO and 

Frontiers in Retreat, from which the latter will be discussed later on.  

 

AOOO tries to find resilience in working in common and strategies to counterpart neoliberal 

forces, according to Dahlqvist; he calls for a society, that is based on “a radically caring 

multispecies co-existence”.88 As will be discussed later on, for example dissolving nature/culture 

dichotomy is a way of acknowledging the inseparability of the surrounding environment and how 

it affects our (as in humans) way-of-being and even institutional practices. Also, for Petrešin-

Bachelez, these are questions of decolonial thinking, anti-racism and thinking how we live 

together.89  

 

                                                 
86 Ibid. 
87 Ibid.  
88 S. Dahlqvist, Introduction based on the work of AOOO, Fält, nro 9, 2018, p. 8. 
89 N. Petrešin-Bachelez interview 18.2.2019, Skype.  
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As a collective strategy to counter these issues that the contemporary practices are facing, this 

thesis delves into new materialist ontology and ecological way of thinking, to pose new kind of 

guiding principles for curatorial practices and institutional structures in which we function in. 

Ecological terminology and concepts are crawling into the discourse, as in to make a point: 

everything is entangled – art, politics and environmental issues. As Paavo Järvensivu from 

Mustarinda association states: ecological and economic crises should be brought closer to practice, 

to foster a cultural transformation.90 These entanglements and practices are considered in 

upcoming chapters.  

 

In the next chapter I will continue discussing with the interviewed curators and examples with a 

focus on curatorial perspectives. All of the interviewees position themselves against one or more of 

these contemporary threats, working with and around them in very concrete or in more abstract 

ways. Nevertheless, all of them engage in ecological thinking, which is something, that is formed 

and defined throughout the thesis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
90 P. Järvensivu, ”Tools For Fixing Human-Nature Relations”, p. 11-15.  
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CHAPTER II. CURATORIAL PERSPECTIVES ON ECOLOGY  

 

 

The previous chapter set an overall framework of entangled threats and forces that cultural 

practitioners are often facing and set a motivation of taking action and committing to ecological 

practices. After this overarching backdrop, this chapter tries to specify, what kind of strategies are 

used against these forces, and examines ecological dimensions of curatorial practices through 

conducted interviews and examples, that were introduced in introduction. This chapter aims to 

clarify, in what way are the chosen practices ecologically motivated. First and foremost, I aim to 

define ecology in terms of this thesis, to form a set of ideas of what ecological thinking might 

entail. Ecological thinking contains a multitude of different aspects, that are not all considered in 

this thesis. 

 

In the context of curating and art, the term ecology refers to a boarder understanding of the 

web of connections, between organisms, living and nonliving environments, socio-political 

systems and their material dimensions. As Nurmenniemi states, ecology is not about nature 

nor the environment, but about boarder systems; the keyword is entanglement, which involves 

economic and political dimensions, social values and language. According to Nurmenniemi, 

ecology is a “curiosity of connections”, a useful, although vague, term to investigate these 

connections and open up conversations, from where the discussion can deepen into 

particularities.91 This is also what this chapter aims to do: define the curatorial framework that 

this research functions, its ecological dimensions and the discourse around the topic. After 

defining ecological dimensions of curating, this thesis will focus in more pragmatic ways of 

ecological thinking, in the following chapter.   

 

 

Jenni Nurmenniemi 

 

Curator Jenni Nurmenniemi has for long hold an awareness in global ecological crises, and 

together with HIAP they started to address these issues in more pragmatic ways, through the 

project Frontiers in Retreat. As a curator she sees herself as a supporter for artists’ in sometimes 

bureaucratic institutional structures – mediates in between and “carves space for 

experimentation”.92 

 

Frontiers in Retreat was an inquiry into the entanglement between ecology and contemporary art, 

started at HIAP, with 8 partnering institutions or initiatives, 25 artists and invited scholars, 

scientists, writers and curators, functioning as a network between different artist residencies within 

                                                 
91 J. Nurmenniemi, interview, 14.1.2019, Helsinki, Finland. 
92 Ibid. 
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Europe.  The project focused on multidisciplinary dialogue on ecological questions and the 

possibilities that artists residencies bring for artistic research and knowledge exchange.93  In 2017, 

Frontiers in Retreat run an exhibition series called “Edge Effects”, with seven satellite exhibitions 

in geographically distinct places, in the partnering institutions.94 The invited artists engaged with 

the specific localities for a longer time period and responded to these articulated thematics through 

the unique characteristics of each site. These dispersed geographies we’re connected through the 

collaboration – the curators Nurmenniemi and Taru Elfving, describe this coming-closer as deep 

mapping, bringing distinct localities closer together through a materialized understanding of co-

dependencies and human and non-human forces that affect our lived environments globally.95 

 

The project, lasting for five years, functioned as open platform for critical discussion, and it has 

been open for change also from within, re-evaluating and resetting their own aims and values 

during the years. Nurmenniemi points out, that when the project started in 2013, the terminology 

around ecological issues and post-fossil paradigm was not as advanced as it is now, in the arts and 

beyond; the partnering institutions and artists were also in different stages in understanding and 

handling these issues.96 Therefore, the beginning of the project went through many debates, 

through which they had to re-evaluate and re-shape the whole program and its aims: both how they 

articulated around these issues as well as how they pragmatically approached them.97  

 

For instance, the structure that HIAP had planned turned out contradict, quite drastically, the 

overall aims of the project: initially, the structure of the program required people to fly to and from 

distant parts of Europe.98 Nurmenniemi explains, that the realization of the depth of these issues 

and how they should be handled was very painful, and they had to design the structure of the 

project in a totally different manner.99 Through peer pressure many of the participants committed 

to traveling by land and sea instead of flying, Nurmenniemi says.  

 

What else changed during the years, was the language that was used to describe the issues that the 

project was dealing with; according to Nurmenniemi there was no shared discourse or sense of 

consensus around these matters, and, for example, the word “entanglement” was not there in the 

beginning. Nurmenniemi explains how the discourse grew from the nature/culture dichotomy into 

something more complex during the years, and continues to do so: 

 

                                                 
93 See more: http://www.frontiersinretreat.org (accessed 29 November 2018). 
94 Frontiers in Retreat, Edge Effects [website], http://www.frontiersinretreat.org/edge-effects/ (accessed March 8, 

2019). 
95 Ibid. 
96 J. Nurmenniemi, interview, 14.1.2019, Helsinki, Finland. 
97 Ibid. 
98 Ibid. 
99 Ibid. 
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In 2012, most of the participants, in my opinion, we’re still repeating these ideas of 

“nature” and “culture” and, to be honest, reinforcing the dichotomy, instead of 

getting into the heart of the matter; which in my personal opinion, is how things are 

affecting each other, becoming together, or joined in very profound sense. It was a 

huge shift in thinking […] I think that there was no sense of consensus nor shared 

discourse, so it was a tricky start. From there we moved to sustainability, and then 

slowly introducing ideas to post-sustainability, and thinking how the basis, the 

underlying ideas, and ways of working need to change for us to get anywhere.100 

 

Understanding this need for profound change was possibly one of the biggest achievements of 

the project, and “carving a space and time” for open-ended artistic and curatorial ways of 

working in this political climate which is heavily affected by neoliberal forces.101 The vast 

effects, and especially the vastness of changes ahead us, can also be seen in the terminology 

that Nurmenniemi uses. Ecology, or ecological thinking, is often associated with 

sustainability. It is a term, that we have used to rely on when talking about things like 

consumer habits, production and consumption. However, scholars, like Allan Stoekl, have 

shifted from the notion of sustainability to use it with post- prefix: while sustainability is 

associated with a closed production-consumption system and assumes that expenditure (of 

energy, resources) has zero effects and can be continued indefinitely, post-sustainability 

affirms that there are aftereffects: even recycled and reused materials have had their effects on 

the world and continue to do so, even as in a more invisible sense.102  

 

Post-sustainability rejects the idea of “nature” that is a container of resources, like fossil fuel 

reserves, which can be “managed”.103 What we have before considered sustainable, turns out 

to be too little too late: Nurmenniemi states, the sustainability -discourse appears problematic, 

and ignores the magnitude of changes that our societies are facing, to survive even remotely 

as they are known at the moment.104 Post-sustainability rejects the idea, that, for example, 

changing consumer habits would be sufficient to preserve the planet as biodiverse and self-

sustaining, when in fact, whole structures need to be changed drastically.  

 

The dualist way of seeing nature and culture somehow fundamentally different can also be 

seen in some artistic practices, and for example, in recent curatorial writings about the 

Anthropocene. Also, Nurmenniemi is critical towards the word “nature”, and, in fact, suggests 

we should reject it altogether.105 Nurmenniemi started to get distressed by the way some 

artists stated their work tackles environmental questions, but rather, they were:  
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“[…] representing nature, kind of emulating it, or capturing so-called natural 

phenomena and trying to represent other beings – always other beings! – and I felt 

that there’s something really shady going on here. I was thinking: what this kind of 

art sets in motion politically? It can only reinforce – and at the best highlight or 

illuminate – some of the problems.”106 

 

According to Nurmenniemi, instead of sticking with these representations, the term “nature” 

has to be rejected: as soon someone uses the term, they separate themselves from it and sees it 

as something “other”; Nurmenniemi refers to this as mechanism of othering.107 

Nurmenniemi’s own thinking evolved through new materialisms and thinkers such as 

Haraway and Barad, and combining her background in gender studies into the mix: nonbinary 

thinking is one of the key elements for Nurmenniemi in her own approach to curating and 

writing.108 

 

 

Nataša Petrešin-Bachelez 

 

One formative moment during Petrešin-Bachelez’s curatorial career, was a lecture held by 

Lina Dzuverovic, founder of Electra, at a feminist art festival City of Women, in Ljubljana.109 

Soon after the festival she worked with Slovenian artist Marko Peljhan, who very early on 

thought about ecology as something that is embedded in the society, and not something that is 

outside of it.110 When Petrešin-Bachelez was the co-director of Les Laboratoires 

d’Aubervilliers, Paris, she understood what interests her in curating in particular; curatorial 

practice is always a situated practice: curating is something that is always partial and becomes 

a whole in relation to its audience.111 These moments of realization are still very visible in her 

practice, from feminism to ecology and other  socio-political relations.  

 

Coming from Eastern Europe, where artistic practices were often linked with political movements, 

Petrešin-Bachelez always felt that the arts carry a certain affectivity, through which effective, 

political gestures can be done.112 Petrešin-Bachelez has maintained a critical outlook on curating 
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and art; questioning both geopolitical dimensions of practices and the power-relations within the 

art field, especially those of institutions: these two things also are in the core of her continuous 

curatorial research.113 When taking on a curatorial role, Petrešin-Bachelez always situates herself 

as a curator and the exhibition she is making, through following questions: “Whom am I 

addressing?”, “How does this mode of addressing affect the content itself?” and, in general, how 

the project will be done and with whom.114 For Petrešin-Bachelez curating is always a 

collaborative practice, which involves different kinds of agency: 

 

I think that the role of the curator, at least the way I see it today, is very much 

inscribed into the fact that it’s actually first and foremost a collaborative practice. 

We [as curators] are creating actual networks, that involve humans and nonhumans 

alike […] actually, this is what curating is about: it’s how you translate those 

personal, professional, political networks that you are weaving around yourself with 

what you do.  

 

This weaving, forming networks – or rather, alliances – is also how Petrešin-Bachelez sees 

ecology relating to curating and to her own practice. As for Nurmenniemi, for Petrešin-

Bachelez ecology cannot be reduced to be only about “nature”, term that she also rejects, but 

instead it is about socio-ecology. Again, we could talk entanglements, how one point connects 

to an another and form these alliances, which also affect each other. Petrešin-Bachelez talks 

about socio-ecological issues, such as racism and environmental injustice, which are very 

connected to the whole idea of entanglements. Thus, Petrešin-Bachelez is interested in 

ecology first and foremost as a political tool or investigation, how could we re-learn centuries 

of behaviour that has led to colonial drive and exploiting natural environments; and the urgent 

question is, what kind of place we are leaving for the next generations?  

 

Instead of making the situation any worse, Petrešin-Bachelez continues, we should rethink the 

methods of research and work. This is what she has been researching through different 

curatorial projects, such as Let’s Talk about the Weather (2016), curated with Nora Razian 

and Ashkan Sepahvand, in Beirut; Resilience. Triennial of Contemporary Art (2013) in 

Slovenia and most recently with Contour Biennale 9: Coltan as Cotton (2018-2019) in the 

city of Mechelen, Belgium.  

 

The biennale, Coltan as Cotton, refers to Belgium’s colonial history. Mechelen is situated in 

between Antwerp and Brussels, connecting these two cites; one of Europe’s first railways was 

built from Mechelen and Brussles in 1835, and after from Mechelen to Antwerp. During the 

second world war, Nazi Germans built up a recruitment camp in Mechelen, the convenience 
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of the railway being one of the main reasons for the placement. Petrešin-Bachelez continues: 

 

It reminds us how technological progress, that our civilization was so proud of, is 

intrinsically connected and entangled to genocides. It links us back to the colonial 

histories where the transport routes are made to extract either human labour or 

goods.115 

 

Furthermore, Belgium has a colonial history of excavating and extracting natural resources 

from Kongo, Ruanda and Burundi.116 The resources extracted from these countries have been 

contributing to precisely this technological process: aluminium, tin, copper, gold, uranium, 

and more recently, lithium and coltan, are all used in different technological devices, from car 

tires to atomic bombs.117 Coltan, which Petrešin-Bachelez decided to name the biennale after, 

is a mineral that is used for example in mobile phones and laptops. With this past and present, 

which connect to each other, Petrešin-Bachelez found “the justification that I can work on 

these issues in the biennial, and they will resonate with the space itself and with its history” 

and through this topic and title, Coltan as Cotton, she is bringing these issues together.118  

 

For Petrešin-Bachelez, the way of working is looking into these immense issues, like climate 

crisis, environmental injustice and colonialism, and finding solutions how to work more 

ecologically, be it in the content, materials used or in the way things are structured.119 Since 

Petrešin-Bachelez does not think that the exhibition format is the right, or at least the only, 

way to address issues of climate urgencies and ecological thinking, with Contour Biennale she 

wanted to rethink the whole biennale structure; rather working solely with objects, she 

became more interested in interhuman and human-nonhuman exchange within the biennial 

format. 120 Unlike many biennials, that last for a few months, Coltan a Cotton spans over one 

year. The biennale is not “active” for the whole year, rather, it is divided in three, distinctive 

phases, which follow the lunar cycle.121 This return to a universal, ancient way of tracking 

time is one of the ways that Petrešin-Bachelez constructed the biennial in a way, that it these 

interhuman and more-than-human connections are more visible. The biennial and its 

practicalities are looked more in depth in the next chapter. 
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Laboratory for Aesthetics & Ecology 

 

Laboratory for Aesthetics & Ecology consists is a multidisciplinary platform in the 

intersection of art and ecology. It is a collective, that functions more as a framework of 

platform for their individual, but collaborative, practices.122 What they share is a background 

in material feminist fields, literary and cultural studies, as well as concern about the same 

issues, like climate crisis and extinction of species.123 Their main motivation is to find 

different kind of strategies to respond to those crises and finding new ways of being with 

other species: what is essential to them, is to understand the interconnection between humans, 

environment and other species.124 

 

Their practice is an entanglement between curating, publishing and research, and 

communicating these to larger audiences. One of their main missions, especially in 

publishing, is to bring the vocabulary around ecological issues in to the conversation and 

translate those terms also in Danish.125  

 

How Lundquist Ortíz sees ecology connecting to curating, is through interconnections. When 

artworks are curated, they are put in a “new ecology”, in which they enforce different ideas in 

each other; the artworks have different potential depending on where and how they are 

placed.126 Lundquist Ortíz also talks about ecologies of care, towards art works, collaborators 

and artists: about how to work in sensitive, supporting way: Lundquist Ortíz aims to have 

collaborations, where “we don’t put a lot of pressure on each other, when there’s enough 

pressure in the world”.127 

 

As Nurmenniemi & Petrešin-Bachelez, also Lundquist Ortíz talks about the term “nature” and 

its problematic, Western premise: 

 

In Western discourse, nature is thought of something that is pristine, pure and 

something “out there” – that is not nature we have in our exhibitions. […] We 

definitely want to intertwine in this conversation of what is nature and we ourselves 

are nature. We are in a continuum in the way that Donna Haraway speaks about 

nature [natureculture]; there’s no separation, and for instance we could see poetry as 
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nature.128 

 

What Lundquist Ortíz states about “nature” is also about how we use language, and how 

through language we construct the idea of the other, as has been discussed earlier in the 

chapter. 

 

Lundquist Ortíz works currently with a research project called Hydra, which contains both 

curating and publishing. The starting point for the research was a text by Astrida Neimanis 

Hydrofemimism – Or, On Becoming a Body of Water (2012), which Laboratory for Aesthetics 

& Ecology published and translated to Danish.129 Hydrofeminism, according to Lundquist 

Ortíz based on Neimanis, is about thinking about water as an embodied experience: we all are 

bodies of water, in the same way that any water-containing body, such like a lake, cloud or 

some other species.130 Then these water issues come also really close and pose ethical 

awareness, such as; what we take in to our bodies, like medication, we also leave in the 

water.131 At first, in Lundquist Ortíz own research, she was interested in the ocean and marine 

creatures, and especially how these animals are “very alien and very other to human nature”, 

kind of extreme otherness.132 Then the project evolved to consider water in general, and issues 

related to water; melting ice caps, rising sea levels, pollution, plastic – all of these ecological 

issues are related to water.133 Lundquist Ortíz felt that there lacks awareness of water, and 

how essential it is to the life on planet. The project has now manifested itself in two 

exhibitions and a publication, as well as Lundquist Ortíz thesis Hydra: Hydrofeminism in the 

Wake (2019).134 

 

 

Mustarinda Association 

 

Since 2009, Mustarinda association has experimented with post-fossil transition through artistic, 

theoretical and cross disciplinary practices. The experiment spreads out from practical solutions to 

an all-encompassing paradigm among artists, theorists and researchers of the association. The 

Mustarinda house, which functions as a residency and an exhibition space, works as the main site 
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of the experiment. The house is powered mainly on renewable energy, such as solar panels, 

geothermal and compost heating.135 

 

What now works as a platform for experimenting with the post-fossil paradigm, might set 

examples and structures for the future. The first Finnish anthology considering post-fossil 

transition in artistic practices was initiated in Mustarinda, called “Taiteen metsittymisestä” (On 

Forestation of Artistic Practices), and it is a follow-up from a symposium organized in 2017.136  

The artists featured in the anthology spent time in the Mustarinda residency, which is situated near 

Paljakka -nature reserve in Kainuu, Finland, around 600km from up north from Helsinki. The aim 

was to investigate artistic practices, that respect the surrounding environments; considering the 

energy-base of practices, materials and the relationship to the more-than-human.137  

 

The activities function on a local level and build up to a more global level through 

international residents and exhibitions and other activities organized in other locations. Even 

being strongly situated, Mustarinda and its members are fairly visible in different discourses 

considering post-fossil culture. Thus, it has a strong potential to inform even more broader 

audience and challenge dominant views.138 As Järvensivu points out, the learning that 

happens in Mustarinda house, is rather material than cognitive: the effects of post fossil 

culture are felt in bodily, material ways, which means understanding the material 

dependencies and living in sync with natural cycles.139 

 

Järvensivu states, that through local energy production “material effects, dependencies and 

limits” are easier to acknowledge.140 Since the residency does not foster fossil fueled practices 

well; the artists in residency usually notice the transition very quickly and more often than 

not, have to alter their way or working.141 For example, when working with heavy technology, 

one would have to charge batteries, which would not always be possible: the energy has to be 

calculated to be sufficient also to carry out basic activities in the house.  

 

 

Formulating the Ecological Thought 
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All of the curators and collectives have very different approaches to curatorial practices, 

nevertheless, all of them engage in ecological thinking and are concerned in same kind of 

issues. There are many connection points between these practices, and this next section aims 

to formulate ecological thinking based on the discussions above.   

 

 

Language Without Nature 

 

All of the interviewees and examples use certain kind of language around the topic: it comes 

clear, that the rhetoric is of importance in formulating a new kind of praxis and discourse 

around the intersection of art and ecology. No doubt, this change in rhetoric stems from 

Posthumanism and new materialisms. Nevertheless, even the new materialist and post-

humanist discourses lack neutral terms, because of our anthropocentric way of understanding 

the world, we are missing words that do not rely on human as their reference point, as was 

discussed in the terminology section.  

 

For Lundquist Ortíz and the Laboratory for Aesthetics and Ecology, the language and words 

that are used around these topics seems to be in very important, as well as publishing as a 

curatorial practice. Many of the text they have published around ecological themes did not 

exist in Danish before, and words like “ecology”, “more-than-human” and “multispecies” 

were unfamiliar to the public.142 Lundquist Ortíz states, that their existence has inspired 

people and artists in engage in the discourse, but still quite strictly within artistic or academic 

sphere.143 Their focus is more on researching, imagining and inventing relations, not so much 

in practicalities or for example in the post-fossil discourse.144  

 

It can be drawn, that emerging challenges in the societal structures and in theoretical 

speculations require a renewed vocabulary. Accordingly, post-fossil culture is about rejecting 

certain societal structures: it refers to a culture, that does not depend on fossil fuels – or on 

“burning the fossilized bodies of ancient critters”, as Nurmenniemi articulates, and continues, 

that there is a lot of baggage with the prefix “post”, because it creates a lot of assumptions.145 

Mustarinda association has done extensive work to mainstream the term, but still, there is a 

lack of suitable terminology to fully grasp as vast and still somewhat speculative concepts as 

post-fossil society. There is an ongoing debate whether the time before and towards these 

fossil-free societies should be called post-fossil transition or transformation: the question is 

about transitioning to renewable energy sources, but the transition will be of profound kind, 

and as Nurmenniemi elaborates:  
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I’ve been trying to tap into this question of where we actually are now, and what 

things need to change and how – how profoundly? Depending on whether we’re 

tackling very practical or sort of metaphysical questions, I guess that’s when I 

choose [which term to use]. We’re inventing things as we go.146 

 

The dichotomy nature/culture stems from classifications, categorizations to humans and to 

others – nature and culture are somehow inherently different, as in Western thought are also 

matter and mind, human and nonhuman.147 Nurmenniemi points out, that some new 

materialist theorists, like Karen Barad and Donna Haraway, have attempted to overcome the 

language barrier between their theories and the binary way of thinking of the West, by 

combining words as natureculture and spacetimemattering.148 Of course, these terms might be 

familiar for people inside of philosophical discourses, but not to the general public, for which 

the wordplays might seem difficult to understand or even silly. But, as Nurmenniemi states, 

the language follows the theoretical ideas and their practical manifestations; as long as 

curators would not ditch these ideas that have become more and more visible in the past 

years: however, the cycle of popular themes and ideas in the curatorial sphere is very short, so 

there is a change that these ideas and words remain queer.149  

 

New Materialisms 

 

Another connection point among the interviewees is shifting the ontology of human-centered 

subjectivity and passive matter, to an ontological view point of new materialism. New 

materialisms do not rely on these dichotomies between nature/culture or matter/mind. Referring to 

a nature that is something “out there”, can be even considered harmful for actually fostering more 

ecological forms of being: it makes more-than-human world seem like something other, something 

that can be exploited, produced and managed, as has come clear.  

 

All, Lundquist Ortíz, Nurmenniemi & Petrešin-Bachelez, refer to new materialist theorists, such as 

Haraway, Grosz & Barad. Why, then, turn to new materialisms, when talking about ecological 

questions? Bennett argues that shifting the image of passive, inert matter into a materiality that 

possesses agentic potential, would support ecologically sustainable consumption models instead of 
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current state of wasteful production and consumption of matter.150 Therefore, acknowledging the 

vibrant character of matter would in part function against capitalist forces in how the surrounding 

environment and its materiality – or “resources” – are perceived and treated. Moreover, affectivity 

of the surrounding living and non-living environment concerns meaning-making; life could be 

experienced more as “plentitude of the vital” and less as a “radically meaningless void”, as Bennett 

proposes.151  

 

Elena Lundquist Ortíz and Laboratory for Aesthetics & Ecology have use concepts derived from 

materialist feminism in making exhibitions, such as Karen Barad’s intra-action and diffraction. As 

interaction refers to an understanding, that there is two separate agents before the interaction 

happens, the notion of intra-action, in contrast, recognizes that these two agents emerge, or 

become, through their intra-action: these seemingly separate entities become and exist through 

these entanglements to other agents and intra-actions between those.152 

 

New Materialisms respond to an urgent need of recalibrating how our environment is 

perceived and how the human species is inseparably entangled with other living and non-

living things. New materialisms demand critical attention to the power of matter; Coole & 

Frost emphasize that acknowledging the vibrant nature of matter is a “perquisite for existence 

and its conditions in the 21st century”.153 It is as much ontological as it is political conception. 

When the sense of agency is expanded in the sphere of more-than-human, also material 

practices change: how we coexist and interact with the surrounding materiality.154 This 

transition of practices could, potentially, effect how the socio-ecological environment is 

treated. It might open up new paradigms of care, sensitivity and cooperation with the non-

human world.  

In terms of vibrant matter, Bennett has approached also artistry in particular. What new 

materialist attention would mean to artistic practices is essentially anti neo-liberal; slowing 

down processes, in means of production and consuming. In the time of late capitalism and 

accelerating climate crisis, slowing down and listening to “call of things” for Bennett acts as 

political resistance.155 Multiple new materialist theorists claim critical materialist attention to 

the non-human environment specifically for the sake of the global ecological influences of 

capitalism and environmental crises.  
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An ontological transition from inert to animate matter would affect not only consumption but 

also how human and non-human bodies are perceived in relation to the living and non-living 

environment and how all this materiality coexists in a place. The ontological shift would 

contest the qualities that are commonly understood to be essentially human; instead of placing 

the Anthropos in the center, the environment and its qualities and materiality would be seen as 

an entangled mesh of beings, things and bodies. 

 

What is important to remember, that the ideas, that for example new materialisms are trying 

to rethink, are based on Western philosophy and Western ideals. This ideas of thinking about 

more-than-human agency or potentiality of matter, are globally not new. Also, Nurmenniemi 

realizes, that the practices developed now are tracing back to other cultures and times, and 

states:  

 

We’re developing this language out of pieces that we already have, so we’re not 

naïve to think that we’re inventing something completely new but recognizing that 

there’s a lot of knowledge and lot of experience – maybe not in our part of the world! 

It’s really about acknowledging the Western ways of thinking, the colonial histories 

of shaping the ways how this current world order has become. And trying to tap into 

different ways of being – not looking for some techno-fixed future, but to reinvent 

the wheel.156 

 

The common, neoliberal, understanding of fixing for example issues considering climate 

crisis, are often through new technological inventions, and increasingly about geoengineering. 

The idea prevails, that since we, as humans, have had such a big impact on the environment 

(extinction of species, climate crisis, and so on), we would also carry the answer to these 

issues through technological superiority. As Nurmenniemi here poses, maybe it is not about 

finding a “techno-fixed future” but learning from the past and from other ways of being, not 

from our late-capitalist societies. As Petrešin-Bachelez posed earlier, we should also keep it in 

mind that specifically these technocratic solutions and hopes have feed into the bloody 

colonial histories of Western countries.  

 

 

Decolonialism  

 

In the interviews, decolonial thinking comes forth as an important factor related to ecology 

and curating. Decolonial thinking is based on a critical theory, in which histories of 

accumulation of power, emerging from Europe, are problematized: the “colonial matrix of 

power” is acknowledged in methodologies and practises, and actively delinked and 
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questioned.157 Mignolo links it to our ideas of modernity:  

 

[…] “modernity” is a complex narrative whose point of origination was Europe; a 

narrative that builds Western civilization by celebrating its achievements while 

hiding at the same time its darker side, “coloniality.”158 

 

Thus, “there is no modernity without coloniality”.159 As was discussed in chapter 1 section on 

the fossil institutions, Imre Szeman from After Oil, described the fossil entanglements of 

modern life: the transformation from fossil-fuels to other sources of energy is also about 

dismantling the idea of  “modernity”. Modernity is thus constructed upon colonial forces and 

fossil capitalism and ideas of this modernity as the peak of humanity is something that has to 

be relearnt.  

The colonial matrix of power remains even when colonizers have formally left; its legacy 

lives on and the institutions remain, as Anthropologist Linda Tuhiway Smith poses: 

”decolonization, once viewed as the formal process of handing over the instruments of 

government, is now recognized as a long-term process involving the bureaucratic, cultural, 

linguistic and psychological divesting of colonial power.”160 The art world is saturated in rich 

Western countries, and there is a lot of ways to critically examine why and how the power is 

distributed therein. For example, Petrešin-Bachelez, whose considers her own practice as 

“situated” always critically looks into the institution where she works in “are we also just 

another white institution, and how can we change that?” she asks.161 Now, with Contour 

Biennale, she is trying to find answers to that, starting from the institution. She tells, that 

when she was invited, she asked, or stated, that: 

[…] If you’re working with me, then you must know that I will be asking you a lot 

from your institutional side. I’ll be asking you to consider why you only have 

Flamish, white people on your team. And how can this be change? And what are the 

procedures?162 

 

As T.J. Demos proposed to “decolonize nature” & Zoe Todd to “indigenize the 

Anthropocene”, as discussed in previous research, decolonialism is of great importance in 

dismantling these power structures and in finding environmental justice. As Demos states:  
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one of the fundamental element of that decolonization is to challenge the very 

viability of the petrocapitalist economy, connecting its exploitation of the 

environment to its exploitation of the disenfranchised, impoverished and brutalized 

segments of the population, and opposing its interlinked system, which signals the 

intersectional basis of an activist political ecology today.163 

 

The quest for decolonial thinking is to build a society together, in which our environment nor 

human beings are exploited in the hope for capital: as Petrešin-Bachelez articulated the 

forefront question of decolonialism is “how to live together?”.164 How to live together, as 

immense question it is, considers all the aspects that are also important within this thesis: it 

contains not only other human beings, but more-than-humans and our lived environments. As 

the current fossil capitalist societies do not foster this togetherness, alternative ways have to 

be considered.  

 

 

Post-Fossil Paradigm  

 

The experimental practices, according to Salminen, have to operate in the time of scarcity; it 

has to find its meanings outside of market-driven logics.165 This means also the end of the 

fossil art institution as such and the art object, of which the value is defined by the traditional 

art market. What could come after? Salminen states: in our current time experimentalism in 

art is post-fossil: it has to be able to embrace the inhuman and pay attention to the connection 

of fossil production and environmental distress.166  

 

The consideration of the post-fossil transformation can be thought through new materialisms: 

post-fossil thinking is new materialist thinking in the sense, that both of them shed light to the 

materiality and material bases of practices. In this case, we consider energy and its material 

entanglements; materiality of fossil-induced energy-base of our society. Salminen & Vaden 

argue, how the excessive fossil energy has made humans in industrialized societies disconnect 

from the material world; one rarely considers where the energy used to sustain specific 

processes comes from or what kind of material flows are needed in sustaining specific 

practices.  Those processes stay invisible and unthought of; energy is just acquired without 

any efforts and materials are endless resources. This connects well with how new materialist 

thinkers such as Bennett, for whom new materialist ontology brings forth the way we use and 

extract natural resources and exploit environments; consider them as means but not as 
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affective in itself.  Also, in Mustarinda residency the effects of one kind of energy transition 

become materialized and embodied.  

 

For long environmental themes and ecological distresses have been utilized mostly as topics and 

themes, which is a comfortable way of engaging in a conversation, argues Nurmenniemi, but 

something has to do also in practice. As Nurmenniemi & HIAP reached the realization, that the 

basis of the institution has to be totally reconstructed, it was a fundamental turning point: one 

cannot build new practices upon already existing, in some cases harmful structures.167 Now, that 

we have formulated a basis for ecological thinking, how could these ideas be implemented in 

curatorial practices, in pragmatic ways? In the next chapter I will focus more on drawing practical 

examples of ecological curatorial practice.   
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CHAPTER III. FORMULATING PRAXIS: ECOLOGICAL CURATING 

 

 

The previous chapters opened up conversation on the motivations and urgencies why ecological 

thinking is an useful tool in tackling not only environmental issues, but also act as a counterforce 

to neoliberal and oppressive politics. After mapping of the forces affecting curatorial and artistic 

practices and establishing theoretical discourse around them, this chapter looks into curatorial 

practices and pragmatic solutions. The chapter considers aspects, such as material dimensions of 

curating, post-fossil experimentalism, ideas degrowth and post-sustainability and curating as a 

temporal, situated practice. Throughout this chapters the ideas discussed earlier in this thesis are 

brought into practice.168 The aim of the chapter is to formulate an opening for ecological, curatorial 

praxis. 

 

 

Rethinking Exhibitions & Biennials 

 

Exhibitions and biennials, especially those of international, large-scale, function within a rigid 

format, which functions within fossil-capitalist structures. In many ways traditional, mainstream 

biennials and large-scale exhibitions can feel outdated when they are looked from ecological 

perspective. Petrešin-Bachelez says: 

 

I profoundly believe that exhibitions have become very unecological. That is why I 

insisted with the [Contour] biennial: if we decide to come together; the public, the 

artists, the organizers; let’s use that for beneficing mutually from that moment. So, 

I’m calling the potentiality of coming together as something that has value of 

exchange. 

 

Petrešin-Bachelez admits, that these large-scale, durational exhibitions are not maybe the best way 

of engaging with ecological themes or practices: exhibitions run for months, there’s flows or 

energy, materials and people, and sometimes only a few people visit per day. Also, those large-

scale exhibitions often feed into market driven economies, she adds: 

 

It is tricky, when were never can be independent from late capitalist structures: 

they’re funding us, we’re living in them. Every gesture, be it affective, cognitive, 
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everything has the potential and danger of being recuperated to value […] so the 

value of immateriality, exchange and even talking is today marketable.169 

 

However, Petrešin-Bachelez believes that there is a lot of potential in the biennial format, even if it 

is something that has to be relearnt: rather than being tourist attractions, biennials could bring more 

on the local side, and engage local audiences more.170 It comes back to situating the practice: about 

whom we are we talking to and from where. 

 

As a curator, Nurmenniemi sees herself above all exhibition maker, and she works within 

institutional structures.171 While she of course realizes immense changes that our institutions 

have to go through, she is determined to challenge the prevailing structures from within, 

rather than working outside of institutional structures – Nurmenniemi works with long-term 

commitments, cultivating, challenging and changing these structures little by little.172 

Nurmenniemi is working on Fiskars biennale, situated in a small South-Western village of 

Fiskars, Finland. What she is trying to figure out with the biennale, is how to relate ideas of a 

traditional biennale to the present, especially how the production could be looked through the 

post-fossil-lense. Since it is the inaugural exhibition for the biennale, she wonders if her work 

now can set some kind of guidelines for the future.  

 

 

Material Dimensions 

 

Ecological curating deals a lot with material dimensions of practices; thinking about material 

and materialities from multiple perspectives. These dimensions might be more theoretical or 

ontological and having to do with new materialism, thinking about the affectivity of materials, 

or it could mean really practical ways of how and what materials are used. These could be 

considered as different layers of materialities, as Nurmenniemi states: 

 

The very practical layer would be to consider so-called material bases of my work 

or the project, and what kind of implications or impacts they have. […] I try to think: 

what do we set in motion and how? How can we organize things that we’re working 

on in a way that our impact is as gentle as possible? […] then there’s the other layer 
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of ideas: what do we reinforce and what do we want to deconstruct? What do we set 

in motion philosophically?173  

 

Pragmatically speaking, what Nurmenniemi would consider in relation to exhibitions, is: “the 

space, the relations between the participants, the materials and the production loops, 

circulation of the matter we’re involved with and writing about these things”.174 Nevertheless, 

she adds, that not all of these things can be considered in every case: sometimes the 

institutional context might restrict or complicate things. Petrešin-Bachelez says, that in her 

projects, they always try to give the priority to reused materials, or materials that can be 

reused after, and those that are locally sourced.175 Instead of shipping, things can be produced 

on site with paying attention to the used materials, and materials required for installing can be 

reused from previous exhibitions, Petrešin-Bachelez says, and continues that the arts could 

learn more from theatre, where they have a tendency to reuse the material inventory from 

previous productions.176 These are all very hands-on practicalities, which are important but 

often overlooked, according to Petrešin-Bachelez.177 

 

Nurmenniemi says, that there have been a few instances, when artists, who are interested in this 

ecological approach to their practice, have not been open to have a dialogue when she has started a 

conversation around post-fossil or material thinking.178 Some artists have thought, that 

Nurmenniemi wants to restrict their artistic expression, the materials they use and so on, which is, 

of course, not the case: “it’s not about me denying anybody their artistic methods or process, but 

it’s encouraging them to cultivate sensitivity to these different material choices. The way so much 

art has been perceived, ignores the material bases that it lies upon”.179 However, when materials 

are considered, one could think that digital art is in a way immaterial, that it would not have same 

kind of material dimensions as “regular” matter, which is, of course, false. Digital art and “internet 

art” have in the same way material bases, and they can be tracked down long, material processes. 

Pfeffer, whose exhibitions in Kassel were discussed in the section on previous research, clarifies: 

 

[…] the problems that arise with the Internet are not virtual. A massive amount of 

energy is spent on making the Internet run – an amount of energy so vast that it 

changes geographies and geopolitics. The politics of material are changed in real 

terms because of the so-called virtual world, which requires a lot of devices and 

energy to run. It’s not virtual at all. […] Material is clearly linked to the political. 

All of these artists are reflecting on materials, technological changes, and ecological 
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crises.180 

 

As can be drawn from Pfeffer’s arguments, ecological, anti-neoliberal thinking in artistic or 

curatorial practices are not medium-specific. There are always material entanglements, even 

though oftentimes those entanglements stay invisible until someone, like an artist or a curator, 

makes the deep network of material connections visible. Petrešin-Bachelez has also been doing 

research on the carbon footprint of ICT, and finds it really devastating – the carbon footprint of 

internet is particularly difficult to calculate, since it’s a web of devices, online jobs, files, data 

centres (and their electricity for powering those and air conditioning preventing over heating); the 

list could go on. In 2010 it was estimated to be around 300 million tonnes of CO2 per year, or “as 

much as all the coal, oil and gas burned in Turkey or Poland, or more than half of the fossil fuels 

burned in the UK”.181 “So in that sense there is no real solutions”, Petrešin-Bachelez states, but 

that it is a constant reminder that we have to find other ways of working and discussing around 

these topics.182 Ideas on immateriality of digital art is something that Nurmenniemi has also 

stumbled upon the material dimensions, like energy and digital technologies, are just not visible, 

but they are there: 

 

Let’s think about digital and rendered art pieces – in my experience they’re equally 

material in a way! They require huge amounts of energy. What would happen if this 

kind of flow of energy or these digital technologies would collapse – they’re 

material. […] it’s interesting to realize that not so many people think about it, they 

see them as immaterial.183 

 

Not only being material, but internet and digital technologies have also huge, large-scale 

ecological impacts. Nurmenniemi says, that these are conversations she often has with artists, who 

are afraid of the friction that these supposed “limitations” might have to their practice.184 

Nurmenniemi continues, that not everyone’s artistic practice is compatible with these ideas, but 

she appreciates whenever artists try to find alternative working methods.185 

 

More philosophically or ontologically speaking, where new materialisms also come in, 

Nurmenniemi explains how the space and it materialities affect her ways of working together with 

it: 
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While I don’t think that my relationship with space is purely animistic, but it is one 

of the starting points for me. When I think about the context and the so-called 

physical space where I’m trying to realize a project, I consider it’s different 

materialities, in a sensitive way, without romanticising, just going layer by layer and 

feeling how the space feels – what kind of vibrations it radiates.186  

 

Nurmenniemi’s perspective on the space could be illuminated by new materialisms, more-

than-human vibrations that condition how the space could be approached. These more-than-

human materialities, like simply the exhibition space, is an important factor in any curator’s 

work – more than considering the space merely as a container, it is more about how these 

forces and vibrations are perceived, and what is wanted to bring forth through these 

entanglements. It is not only curators, but many of the artists that Nurmenniemi works with, 

are interested in more-than-human forces, and bringing those visible: 

 

 It can manifest as human-animal relationships, so-called animals, and how humans 

are actually entanglements of multiple beings. They are relating to these questions 

in very diverse ways, and what I’m trying to do, is to weave together mesh-work, 

sort of a matrix of fabric or tissue, that holds this very gentle thing together.187 

 

More-than-human forces shape our daily existence more than one might pay attention to. As 

Nurmenniemi says, these things are very sensitive and gentle, and bringing forth and articulating 

those entanglements to the audience is sometimes challenging; the language seems ambiguous for 

many. Nurmenniemi gives an example, how these social-relations between humans and more-than-

human are visible in Fiskars Biennial:  

 

One of the artists, Candice Lynn, is working with specific plants, that were 

significant in developing the North American society, which was again based on 

imperialism and slaving other people. These very particular plants, like poppy, were 

used in slave riots. She opens up these histories [through the plants], that are usually 

hidden. […] The ways in which the extra-human forces are considered is as diverse 

as the artists’ approaches.188  

 

It needs special attention from curators to work with artists, who work with more-than-human 

forces; and especially making those entanglements tangible also for the local audience. 
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Post-fossil Paradigm and Degrowth 

 

Post-fossil paradigm often entails ideas of scarcity; restricting the consumption of energy and 

materials. What is needed for this transformation is time and will to engage in those changes, that 

might be drastic to the ways we have used to. Although the idea of cutting back on accustomed 

consumption models might seem as a negative transition, on the contrary, it may as well bring 

forth renewed ways of doing.  

 

Post-fossil thinking is closely related to considering the prevailing consumption and production 

models of our fossil fuel infused societies. Petrešin-Bachelez uses the term degrowth, a term and a 

movement that is based on scientific research and activism, and at its core is downscaling the 

economic production and consumption.189 As has been discussed earlier, the continuous aim for 

constant growth is ecologically disastrous and also an economic impossibility.  

 

Of course, as often curators work within institutional structures, there is only so much that they can 

do to change those, more than open up discussions with the hosting institution and urge them to 

take these discussions seriously, as Petrešin-Bachelez points out. However, she continues, if the 

curator is in charge from the structures they work within, degrowth and post-fossil thinking can be 

implemented in infrastructural decisions, funding and programming.190 Also, when there is a lot of 

budget cuts being posed on culture sector, institutions should think the decisions that they make; 

do they continue having as many exhibitions per year with poor fees to the artists, or rather 

produce less?191 Petrešin-Bachelez is particularly interested in the conversation between 

collections and degrowth: 

 

Collecting is accumulation, right? How can one ecologically accumulate things? I 

have no clue! But I think definitely one of the things that will be a conversation in 

the coming decades, is the question that the institutions have to ask themselves: 

about the carbon footprint relating to storing, the acquisition policies, that kind of 

things. 192 

 

Many of the “issues” that degrowth and post-fossility are trying to tackle reside inside institutional 

structures, and in their heavy energy, labor and material consumption and rigid infrastructures. 

These are conversations, that in a broad sphere are yet to be discussed.   
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Flying and Alternative Ways of Transportation 

 

One of the most burning questions in the globalized art scene and even in individual people’s 

lives is related to carbon, and other, emissions of flying. As it is known, the emissions that 

come from aviation are high. The art world is so globalized, that not many artists or curators 

work solely on a local sphere: there are international conferences, exhibitions, biennials, fairs 

and residencies for which artists and curators often travel to sometimes remote places. To be 

clear, this should not be seen as an entirely bad thing, as nothing is ever that black and white: 

globalization brings forth new kinds of opportunities for artists and curators, important 

connections and possibility to share knowledge and experiences. Also, since the art world is 

saturated in Global North, in rich, Western countries, we, as in curators in the Global north, 

cannot just work inside a small, more local sphere. When it comes to flying, it is still an 

unresolved question, to which is near impossible to find a perfect solution: 

 

We will have an impact, artworks will move, artists will move. […] And here comes 

one of the key problems: when you start thinking in this post-fossil way, does it 

mean that all doors and windows need to be shut? And that you can’t all of a sudden 

work with people who come from completely other parts of the world? That’s one 

of the tension points, one of the most painful questions, that me and many artists, 

curators and HIAP for instance are puzzled with.193 

 

Alike Nurmenniemi, Petrešin-Bachelez seems to be puzzled with this issue, and adds, that it is 

not only the artists and curators who are traveling excessively, but also the public, and other 

art professionals.194 It is often the case, that curators want to invite colleagues from around the 

world to see their shows. With Contour Biennale Petrešin-Bachelez the people invited were, 

for the most part, in and around Belgium, to where one could travel easily by train. Also, most 

of the artists were able to travel to Mechelen by train, so only a little air travel was needed.   

 

The post-fossil paradigm poses many contradictions. Nurmenniemi points out, that it is rather 

a constant state of negotiation between engaging in post-fossil practices and having as small 

ecological impact as possible, but at the same time make these doings visible, seen and 

communicated, especially when situated in Finland, which is geopolitically fairly remote 

country.195 The same negotiation went through in Frontiers in Retreat, where they wanted to 

connect these peripheral places and ecologies, and not focus on bigger metropoles that the art 
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world usually functions in. Nurmenniemi admits, that they could not come over this issue 

properly, even though they did realize that flying around in distinct geographies is the “single 

most ridiculous things to do as a consumer and as an art practitioner”.196 

 

Nurmenniemi is trying to find some solutions to the issue, for example taking time in her 

current in Fiskars project to route artists’ movement, that they would be in Europe to begin 

with:  

it’s very pragmatic logistics, like “this artist will be in central Europe at this time, 

can we make her to give a workshop in Fiskars in connection to this trip instead of 

flying back and forth?”. Some of the artists are indeed from faraway places, but they 

have a long-term connection and commitment to working in Finland. They might be 

traveling between these places in any case, but in the best scenario they are already 

in the country. We get to very pragmatic level and small details. But I love thinking 

about this as a kind of a rhizome, and every detail matters.197 

 

Nurmenniemi admits, that things will certainly take more time if the least carbon-intensive 

mean of transport is chosen. It is also a risk, because things have to be thought and done well 

in advance, which takes a lot of nerve and organizing skills – not only the curator, but the 

whole working group. As Nurmenniemi described her practices as carving space for 

experimentation, in this post-fossil paradigm it means, that she cannot be the one improvising 

or being spontaneous.  

 

 

Post-Fossil Experimentalism 

 

As the post-fossil paradigm and degrowth have strong connotations with the ethos of scarcity, and 

cutting down, refusing and so on, it is perhaps not seen as an overly inspiring way of looking at 

curating and art. Nevertheless, the ethos of scarcity and post-fossility can be turned upside down, 

not only letting go of old, familiar and harmful ways of doing, but experimenting with new 

possibilities that the paradigm opens up.  

 

Mustarinda, for example, has experimented and also shown many very pragmatic solutions to 

running an active artist residency center. The space is, as Järvensivu calls it, a “protected 

space”; artists and researchers in residency have the possibility to avoid the pressure that 

everyday life or traditional institutional structures might cause: the residency being in the 

middle of wilderness, it allows a full concentration on creative work.198 Nevertheless, even 
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greater shift than the shift from pressure of productivity to a more calm and concentrated 

environment, is the shift from fossil energy base of practices. Since the residency runs on 

renewables, the energy production comes closer to everyday life: the solar panels produce 

energy when the sun is shining, and when the weather is cloudy, there is not as much energy 

to consume. This means working more closely with the natural cycles.199 When the energy 

production functions more locally, the material entanglements to the environment become 

more tangible; energy and other resources are not limitless, as one would often like to think.  

 

Mustarinda’s symposium on “forestation of art”, which was discussed earlier, also brings forth 

many interesting, new ways of considering and producing art. The experimentations are based on 

post-fossil thinking, but rather being experimental solely for that, they render our understanding of 

an ever-lasting art object. Forestation of art – letting the artistic practice go wild and more-than-

human forces affect the process – is close to Salminen’s concept of rewilding. It could be asked, 

what happens to the artistic practice when its rewilded? It means taking art outside of institutional 

context, where the encounter is affected by non-human forces and the non-humanity of the 

spectators themselves, thus the encounter with art becomes willingly endangered by those forces, 

and ultimately reaches to run down the fossil fuel loaded experiences. 200  

 

The term rewilding originates from environmental sciences and conservation biology: first 

introduced by conservationist and activist David Foreman.201 Rewilding aims to protect natural 

processes and limit human control to ecosystems; which sounds perhaps contradictory, taken the 

human intervention that is entails into consideration. Nevertheless, rewilding means dissolving the 

human activities to environments, and restore the areas to their wild state. As rewilding happens 

gradually, in slow processes, depending on the state of how humanly influenced the environment 

is, Salminen also reminds that this kind of experimentalism in art rather needs time to acquire new 

skills and adapt to the environments colored by crises, than a rapid emancipation.202  Salminen 

mentions two examples of rewilding of artistic processes. First, it might mean taking art out of art 

institutions, to places where it does not belong.203 Secondly, rewilded art processes take attributes 

from processes, that are unpredictable and uncertain.204 This uncertainty, or open-endedness, is 

also something that Nurmenniemi wants to pursue in her practice; give room to experimentation.205  
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HIAP and Mustarinda have recently initiated a new collaboration, that focuses on those pragmatic 

changes that art institutions have to start to focus on instead of “fossil-fuel dependent modes of 

being”, as Nurmenniemi articulates.206 As discussed earlier on the chapter, bigger institutions – or 

fossil institutions – still have a long way to go, and smaller initiatives more easily adapt these 

pragmatic changes and develop, together with others, other ways of functioning. Nurmenniemi 

also recognizes the problem, and states, that the present-day art institutions are still throughout 

modernist; the rigid structures and how everything runs through a huge “industrial machinery”, 

from ways of moving, building and experiencing art.207 

 

 

Slowing Down, Finding Time  

 

Against patriarchal, neoliberal art world and competitive structures of art institutions, in her article 

“For Slow Institutions”, Petrešin-Bachelez calls for slowing down practices and invites all curators 

alike to engage in sensitive, feminist practices: 

 

This is an invitation for curators operating in distinct geographies but within an 

intertwined geopolitical reality to slow down their ways of working and being, to 

imagine new ecologies of care as a continuous practice of support, and to listen with 

attention to feelings that arise from encounters with objects and subjects. This is a 

call to radically open up our institutional borders and show how these work – or 

don’t – in order to render our organizations palpable, audible, sentient, soft, porous, 

and above all, decolonial and anti-patriarchal.208 

 

Slowing down institutional practices means for Petrešin-Bachelez first adapting to changes 

inevitably caused by climate crisis and engaging and committing in practices, that take social 

and cultural issues into consideration.209  Slowing down is not only relevant for the societal 

changes in the society today, but also for the quality of the production. Rejecting compulsory 

growth, producing more and faster in the name of capital, opens up all new kind of meanings 

in the materials and human and non-human bodies inhabiting the institutional structures.210 In 

a new materialist manner Petrešin-Bachelez does not only demand attention to human 

relationships, but also other subjects and objects; ecologies of care, as she articulates, rely on 
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both human and non-human interrelations; attention to objects calls also a reassessment of 

materiality in art and incorporating the idea of degrowth into cultural production.211 

 

The neoliberal ideals rely on compulsory growth, and this has been reflecting also to cultural 

production, which can be seen both in the quantity of work that has been produced, but also how it 

is produced. As Nurmenniemi articulates, curatorial and artistic practices are often based on 

“project-society model”, where everything is organized around “projects”.212 Projects usually have 

a clear beginning and especially a clear, preferably measurable, ending. In the current way of 

organizing, producing and funding projects, there is not much space for experimenting. A radical 

counteraction to these production models thus would be slowing down practices and open-ended 

practices. However attractive that would sound like, it is not that easy, As Nurmenniemi 

understood in relation to Frontiers in Retreat, which aimed to be more open-ended in its structure: 

 

I feel like these neoliberal ideas are so well internalized by some, that this kind of 

open breath, was extremely nerve-wracking for some people who were in this full-

on production mode and mentality. That was one another important lesson for us. 

But this open-endedness is something that is absolutely needed and something that 

is diminishing drastically.213 

 

Engqvist and Möntmann called this same phenomenon, discussed earlier in this thesis, as 

“internalized neoliberal impulse”.214 Petrešin-Bachelez’s article for slow institutions, which was 

discussed earlier in chaper 1, mentioned “ecologies of care”, that could be opened up through 

rendering institutional structures more soft, sensitive and slow.215 Those ecologies of care consider 

both, human and more-than-human relationships: spaces, projects, bodies, materials. Slowing 

down production and practices is resistance for both neoliberal values and ecological issues, and 

effects often also the quality of what is being produced.   

 

As mentioned before in chapter 2, Contour Biennale is divided on three phases, spanning over one 

year. The phases follow an universal way of tracking time: the lunar cycle. This way of following 

an ancient calendar renders our understanding on what a biennial is supposed to be, and how the 

production cycles work. Petrešin-Bachelez tells that it is not of importance, if artists are working 

on different projects at the same time, rather, she wants to make the production cycle as caring as 

possible.216 With this way of working with the temporality of a biennial, she wants to bring 

attention to resources and change the understanding of how we are expected to work in a culture 

                                                 
211 Ibid. 
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sphere. It gives more room for artists, but also, it prioritizes the experience that the visitor can get 

out of the biennial: 

 

The phases are the weekends, and there’s things happening simultaneously: you can 

choose what you’re going to see – workshops, discussions, screening, talks, 

installations – but it’s only for a three-day period. What I intend to say [with this 

format] is that if you can make time, you make time and you come. That’s it. It’s an 

intense moment. I give priority to these intense moments. 217 

 

Prioritizing specific dates rather than being open for a longer period, means that not everyone 

is going to see the biennial. Adding to that, Petrešin-Bachelez did not communicate a certain 

date for a professional preview, which is traditionally held one day before the public opening 

in most biennials. That decision caused some frustration around the working team and 

professional public – many of who contacted Petrešin-Bachelez in a worry, that they are not 

going to make it to the narrow time window that the biennial is open: “then it means you’re 

not going to see it”, Petrešin-Bachelez replied to these kinds of inquiries.218  

 

I still think that there is potentiality in these critical moments. […] This getting 

together in order that something happens, I think is something that should be 

reclaimed in the art world! I don’t know in what way […] but I think the way we are 

bringing together objects in exhibitions has to be rethought. Exhibitions in time, and 

how this time is understood… It involves all the institutions, artists, production, the 

site… these are relevant questions.219 

 

Nurmenniemi also mentions that slowing down relates to alternative ways of travel: when the 

option of flying is rejected, and traveling on land and sea is introduced as a new paradigm one 

needs to reassess the conception of time; not only practically how long it takes to travel, but how 

one relates to other environments.220  

 

 

Curating as a Situated Practice 

 

Being situated means often engaging with social-relations, or social rhizomes, as 

Nurmenniemi articulates, and asks: what kind of social processes have shaped a particular 
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context?221 As Petrešin-Bachelez considers same kind of questions, like who is addressed and 

from which place, it seems that situating oneself and the project is of importance, when 

considering ecological dimensions of curating. 

 

Petrešin-Bachelez was interested to open up Contour Biennial also for the local audience, not 

only for international art world. She has been encouraging the whole team to make 

themselves open up to the city in which they work in, and as an institution reach out to 

different communities. As mentioned before, when Petrešin-Bachelez was invited as a curator 

for the biennial, she confronted the working group by asking, how could they open up their 

institutional borders and change the institution that would not be only white and Flamish. As 

Mignolo states, that decolonialism is thinking and doing, first you have to realize the matrix 

of power and its effects, and then actively work against it.222 In this case, Petrešin-Bachelez 

connected the institution behind the biennial with two other institutions, situated in the area: 

one, that grants fellowships to interns that come from Arabic background and live in Belgium, 

and the other called Minority Forum, who will work together with the biennial in the process 

of decolonial thinking, in total for three years.223 Petrešin-Bachelez mentions these as the 

biggest achievements within the context of Contour Biennale, making long-term 

commitments and opening up the institution.  

 

The conversation between flying and the global/local dimensions of the art world is also an 

interesting one. As stated earlier in the chapter, there is a conflict of interest of being 

inclusive, reaching out of the Western-centered art world, and post-fossil thinking especially 

in means of flying. Petrešin-Bachelez says the question of flying is one of which is discussed 

too little in the arts, as traveling, being global is just part of the curators’ and artists’ 

professions, as the natural way how the global art business runs.224 People are concerned, but 

do not actually discuss what will happen when it will be ecologically or ethically impossible 

to fly: Petrešin-Bachelez believes that one answer could be rethinking the local and what it 

means to work locally, without “falling into a trap when it comes to decoloniality – equating 

the local as something that has been too much politically driven by the right wing”.225 When 

this thinking is related to degrowth, it reflects to a mutual understanding on how we are living 

and working together in a specific place, Petrešin-Bachelez believes: sharing of activities, 

knowledges, experiences and commons.226 “I still believe in the commons economy and the 

legacy of open source in dealing with the commons and in a kind of decolonial and degrowth 

way”, she states.227 
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Petrešin-Bachelez posed earlier her core question, which was “how can we live together?”, 

and Nurmenniemi continues with the exact same thing: 

 

One of the key questions that I’m puzzled with is how to learn to live together 

basically and how to tackle differences, not like silence or smooth those differences, 

but to be together because of and despite the differences at the same time. What I 

would really like is that these performative events, exhibitions, discursive events 

that I organize, could some ways help people to question the stagnant divided ways 

of thinking, and to realize that there are […] these mechanisms of othering in place, 

and that things could be otherwise as well. 228 

 

One question is also, how one could as a curator reach out also to larger audiences, than those 

who are already open and curious. Nurmenniemi says, that the problem might lay in the 

language or the way that these are communicated.229 As mentioned throughout this thesis, the 

language might be ambiguous and off-putting, to people who are not inside of this niche, or a 

bubble. 

 

This chapter looked into few, pragmatic ways how a curator can use ecological thinking as a 

tool of tackling oppressive politics, neoliberal values and environmental distress. This is only 

but a start for a longer discussion on how one could work sensitively as a curator, paying 

close attention to human and more-than-human relationships at play. Many of the aspects of 

ecological curating posed here, only start to realize immense problems that institutional 

structures and global art world is saturated with. There are no easy or fast solutions to many 

of these things, but these practices are developed on while doing. Ecological thinking is, thus, 

both thinking and doing.  
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CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 

 

With this thesis, I wanted to explore the possibilities of curating and its relations to ecology. 

The aim was to formulate curatorial praxis which would counter-act neoliberal values and 

find alternative ways to work as a curator in a time of accelerating ecological crisis. 

Throughout the thesis I wanted to define ecological thinking in relation to curating art. 

This thesis started out with outlining the discourse around ecology and arts; environmental 

issues are not an uncommon topic among art historical and curatorial writing, but the 

discourse has been focusing almost solely on the Anthropocene-thesis, which can be, and also 

was during this research, critiqued for its tendency to identify the whole of humanity as 

equally responsible for the ecological crises we are witnessing now. What came clear, is that 

the Anthropocene-thesis must be decolonized. This thesis, however, abandons the 

Anthropocene-term and rather takes it as a point of departure, from where a different 

approach to ecology and the arts can be formulated. 

The research started by examining socio-political-forces and environmental issues that affect 

institutional practices at the moment, and how in effect, those forces affect artistic and curatorial 

practices. It was stated, that institutional and curatorial practices are always interrelated, and affect 

each other in two-dimensional way; they are never separate. The threats and forces that could be 

detected were climate crisis and other ecological issues, neoliberalization and far right politics, 

which are also interrelated. As the aim was only to set a backdrop, within what kind of climate are 

art professionals working at the moment, these forces and issues were only discussed quite briefly. 

These tendencies towards right-wing and neoliberal values are, however, visible in how 

institutional practices now function. It might mean fast production spans, practices articulated and 

carried out as endless “projects”, which give no space for experimenting and open-ended practices, 

cuts in public funding for the arts and trying to work as efficiently as possible (often in hope for 

profit). 

 

It was made clear, that we are on a brink of a climate collapse, and that the transition from fossil 

fuels to renewable energy is urgent. The ever-accelerating climate crisis and other ecological 

distress also affect institutions and other practices, even though it seems that the effect is only 

more exhibitions and programming around climate crisis, but not really inscribed in practices. 

What was made clear in this thesis, however, is that the rigid institutional practices within which 

bigger institutions work, have to be changed. Questions like how much is produced (exhibitions 

and other projects) and in which time-span are of relevance. Referring to the post-fossil thinking, 

the institutions have to re-evaluate their practices and energy-usage. 

Over this frame of current socio-political-environmental climate and its current practices, it 

was made clear why it is important to formulate new kind of paradigms and gather common 
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understanding, that also curatorial practices are in transition. Rest of the thesis considered 

ecological thinking as a counterforce for this distress. Ecological thinking, to begin with, was 

understood to be not only theoretical discourse around curating, art and ecology, but also a 

practice.  

The aim for this thesis was to investigate different strategies that one as a curator could use to 

position themselves again neoliberal forces through ecological thinking. First, ecological 

thinking was formulated through interviews with curators Nurmenniemi and Nataša Petrešin-

Bachelez, as well as collective Laboratory for Aesthetics and Ecology, and example from the 

work of Mustarinda association. Secondly, through said ecological thinking pragmatic 

solutions were discussed through the interviews and a start for a new, ecological curatorial 

paradigm was formulated. 

It was defined among all the interviewees, that entanglement was the keyword for understanding 

ecology: As Nurmenniemi stated, ecology is not about nature nor the environment, but about 

boarder systems; the keyword is entanglement, which involves economic and political dimensions, 

social values and language. Ecological thinking, as articulated in this thesis, contains aspects of 

new materialisms, post-fossil paradigm and decolonial thought, all of which are also entangled.  

 

Theoretical aspects of new materialisms were found in all of the conducted interviews: some of the 

interviewees referred straight to new materialist thinkers such as Barad & Haraway and mentioned 

them as inspirations for them in formulating ecological thought. Especially the language that is 

affiliated with ecological thinking stems from new materialisms and posthumanism, as was 

discussed in section Language After Nature. All of the interviewees rejected pristine ideas of 

“nature” and the dichotomy between nature/culture. What came clear, however, is that the 

discourse is still missing proper terminology to tackle these issues; language, that does not take 

“nature” or “human” as its reference point and is not based on othering, does not yet fully exist.  

 

New materialisms were found to be not only a theoretical starting point, but also implemented in 

practices, thinking about material dimensions of practices and seeing them as entangled to more-

than-human connections. Nurmenniemi referred to these approaches as layers of materialities, that 

both should be considered. Material dimensions of exhibitions could be the space, the relations 

between participants, the materials and the circulation of them and the production loops. New 

materialisms demand shifting the ontology of human-cantered subjectivity and passive matter, to 

acknowledging the vibrant character of matter and more-than-humans, which also have potentiality 

to affect. This ontological shift was thought to function against late-capitalist order and how the 

surrounding environment and its materiality are perceived and treated, thus, it also has political 

dimensions. It came clear, that as many artists work within more-than-human sphere, also curators 

should be sensitive to these connections and gently make them visible through curatorial work.  
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Post-fossil paradigm was used as a theoretical framework for the thesis: understanding the 

profound transformation that our societies are in and the deep oil dependency of our modern way 

of life. It was used as a framework for also setting the backdrop on why practices have to be 

thought differently: art and its institutions also heavily rely on fossil fuels. Post-fossil paradigm 

was seen also as an intrinsic part of ecological thinking, as it relates also to materialities, ways of 

production and consumption and thinking with a different paradigm – a paradigm, that is based on 

ethos of scarcity and rethinking sustainability. In this thesis, post-fossil paradigm was focusing on 

two aspects: energy-basis of practices and post-fossil experimentalism. Pragmatic ways of post-

fossil living are tried out in Mustarinda, and both Nurmenniemi & Petrešin-Bachelez were trying 

to rethink how exhibitions could be done without excessive relying on fossil-fuels. These ways 

included rethinking the time-span of exhibitions and trying to find alternative ways of 

transportation. It was found out, that slowing down practices could be one solution to both act 

against neoliberal values and also working more gently towards environments and beings. Thus, 

slowing down can be seen also as care – it was stated, that slowing down production and practices 

is resistance for both neoliberal values and ecological issues, and effects often also the quality of 

what is being produced. 

 

Post-fossil thinking was also considered through new materialisms: post-fossil thinking is new 

materialist thinking in the sense, that both of them shed light to the materiality and material bases 

of practices. Many of the issues that post-fossil thinking brings forth reside inside institutional 

structures, and in their heavy energy usage, labour and material consumption. These are 

conversations, that are not yet visible on a large scale.  

 

Third aspect of ecological thought is decolonialism, as it was also visible in the interviews. Even 

though discussed briefly, it is of great importance in formulating praxis, that is sensitive to our 

surroundings and bodies in it. Through decolonialism the oppressive, dominating Western-hetero-

patriarchal power structures are made visible and actively dismantled. Especially Petrešin-

Bachelez posed this as one of most important part of her understanding of ecological thinking. It 

includes understanding your own position and privileges, and within those, ask: who is being 

addressed and from where? This could be done by situating the practices, activating the local 

audience and minorities. Petrešin-Bachelez articulated the forefront question of decolonialism is 

“how to live together?”. The quest for decolonial thinking is to build a society together, in which 

our environment nor human beings are exploited in the hope for capital.   

 

Through the research and analysis of the interviews, it comes clear that ecological thinking is 

much more than thinking about the environment or sustainability, but rather, it has connection 

points with theories of new materialisms, post-fossil experimentation and decolonial thought, all of 

which are also interconnected and entangled. Ecological thinking forms a new, alternative way of 

curating, that might be considered experimental, but which has roots in very real and tactile 

problems that the arts – and sometimes also our being, as such – are facing.  
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This thesis not only formulated a discursive framework for ecological thinking, but also went 

deeper into particularities and pragmatic solutions. It was also aim of this thesis, to not only 

discuss theory around ecology and curating, but also see what it can actually do in pragmatic ways. 

This aim was fulfilled. Nevertheless, this is only a start for a longer discussion – we are in a phase, 

were these immense issues are slowly realized and alternative ways are formulated on the go. It 

was stated, that ecological thinking is both; thinking and doing.  

 

Limitations 

The first limitation of the thesis was the fact, that all of the interviewees were situated in the 

global North, as is the researcher. Thus, the position from which I write is focused on the 

Global North. More broad perspective would definitely be needed for further research. This 

unfortunate delimitation is reasoned by lack of time to gather more knowledge outside my 

own sphere. It affirms the fact that the artistic and curatorial discourse is too much focused on 

the global North, and that slow research is more than needed also in the universities to have 

more time to do proper, inclusive research. 

This thesis started out with an intention to focus only on environmental issues and climate 

crisis, which soon turned out to be too narrow of a perspective. Neoliberal values and right-

wing politics affect, on their part, also on institutional practices. Adding to that, the political 

and ideological tendencies towards far-right and neoliberalism only accelerate the crisis. 

These three threats or forces are all entangled, which came clear in the thesis; to act against 

one is to act against all of them. The deep entanglement of right-wing politics was, 

unfortunately, realized too late and thus it is discussed only briefly. 

As stated in demilitations -section, these issues ranging from neoliberalism to ecological 

distress are way too broad to be anywhere near solved with one dissertation. Also, it is 

realized, that these issues are so all-encompassing and not only limited to artistic, curatorial or 

institutional work. Nevertheless, these are aspects that can be brought into conversation and 

can be embodied through artistic and curatorial practices. I personally think, that art has a 

great potential to affect and arouse emotional and embodied connotations to these issues. This 

thesis is not solely a critique of fossil capitalism, but it is a pledge, to at least from my 

perspective, understand and underline the situation that we are heading to, as beings on this 

planet. I do not find it that interesting to question whether art cannot do something or affect 

the current state of society, but I do understand that this might be a feeling that a reader of this 

thesis could get – what is the point? I do not have a straight answer to this question. What I do 

know, however, is that the ways of production and consumption have to be – and will be 

changed. At some point it is not our choice whether we want to fly with a plane that runs on 
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fossil energy or not, but that this transformation of energy-base of societies is of profound 

kind.  

I hope that this thesis functions as a conversation opener, rather than serve ready-made 

answers – which there are none. As comes clear in this thesis, many of the things discussed 

are experiments, try-outs, finding of alternative ways of doing things.  

 

Further Research  

As many things were considered on a surface level, there is many aspects that could be 

researched further: each of the chapters of this thesis could be dissertations on their own.  

It would be to possible to research further how deeply entangled the aspects of decolonialism, 

post-fossil paradigm and new materialisms are and what are the connection points. Also, it 

would be interesting to research any contradictions that arose in this research, such as the 

relationship between locality and globality, in relation to post-fossil thinking and 

decolonialism. How to be ecological without privileged connotations and being exclusive? 

Another possibility for further research, which was only mentioned in this thesis, is collecting of 

art in relation to ecological thinking. As Petrešin-Bachelez pointed out, collecting is accumulation, 

and accumulation is not sustainable. But what is even more interesting, is collecting of art works 

that are not traditional art objects, or that are not meant to last forever. As the post-fossil paradigm 

in the arts also questions the need for an ever-lasting art work, how can it be collected and 

preserved? Is it even feasible to preserve such art? Many artists work with organic material, which 

is not meant to last, but rather, it is wanted that the objects will not have an impact.  

 

Discussion 

 

In the light of these issues it is important to see the bigger picture, turn on into a different 

ontological perspective: what lies after we move forward from humanism, individualism and 

technocratic solutions? New materialisms, decolonial thought and post-fossil transition all 

consider the possibility to place ourselves in the middle of the bodies and things we coexist in 

the world, and realize how much we share with those agents, to render our human- and 

subject centric paradigms.  

 

Many of these things considered in this thesis may seem idealistic and even utopian, and most 

of these practices are not going to take place anytime soon on a larger scale. The biggest 

challenge seems to be the fact, that this kind of practice still remains experimental and 

“alternative”. It would be of great importance, that the ideas shared in this thesis would reach 
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a wider public, and curators and institutions would take them seriously and implement these 

ideas in their own practice. Still, even if ecology is gaining more visibility in the arts, in a 

practical level it remains as a curiosity. In the arts discourse “trendy” words come and go, 

sometimes in a very fast time span, so we can only hope that the current interest in the 

“environment” and the “Anthropocene” would remain in the core of interest, and from there 

the conversation could be opened up to consider ecology and practices entangled in more-

than-human realities.  

 

What is also needed is a wider vocabulary around topics considering the intersections 

between art, curating and ecology – this thesis is one example, how these conversations could 

be held. Anyhow, as Nurmenniemi also pointed out earlier, these words like entanglements 

and more-than-human remain queer for the “public”. It is one thing to establish a discourse 

within arts, and another to actually have meaningful conversations outside the arts sphere. To 

be fair, the language also used in this thesis may not be the most reader friendly, if one is not 

already familiar with the discourse. What I have tried to do, however, is to make it as 

accessible as possible.  

 

Nurmenniemi concludes with the same train of thought: finding a proper language to talk 

about these things, that would resonate in people with different interests, is something that 

probably many curators ponder upon, and concludes: “it is what I’m hoping to learn better, to 

kind of hold space and open space for making radical differences”.230 These radical 

differences, I believe, can be only made through experimenting and believing that there is 

profound changes that can be made, and that those changes also can be not only devastating, 

but up new possibilities. We can learn how to live together – beings, things and environments 

– and these artists and curators can be the ones that support these changes. The discussion is 

still around art and curating, which is certainly seemingly insignificant part of where these 

changes could be made. But it is through thinking, sharing ideas and trying them out that even 

some kind of opening can be found. It is no surprise that both Petrešin-Bachelez and 

Nurmenniemi mention science fiction, because there is always room for utopias, and those 

utopias can be the ones that show us guidance how we can learn to coexist:  

 

I really think that these very specific historical processes and ways of thinking and 

speaking are shaping things in the wrong direction. And another way is possible and 

for that I read science fiction a lot, because I need to sometimes remind myself of 

that as well – that yes, it could happen.231 

 

Yes, it could happen.  
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APPENDIX 1. Structure of the interview questions. 

Questions and aims sent beforehand to the interviewee. 

The aim of the interview is to investigate how ecological thinking can be implemented in 

curatorial practices and what kind of meanings it might produce, and how does it relate to 

environmental-socio-political and economical concerns. The aim is not merely to frame 

something as “ecological”, but rather discuss alternative ways of working, which aren’t 

necessarily conforming to neoliberal attitudes or market-logics, and further imagine such 

ways of working in the curatorial sphere, that further foster ecological, entangled artistic 

practices. Even though the research area of this thesis covers namely curatorial practices, it’s 

important to state, that this thesis is informed especially by experimental, ecological artistic 

practices. In curatorial discourse, ecological themes are oftentimes very theoretical, and thus, 

most of the questions are aiming to focus more on practicalities.  

The interview is semi-structured. We will go through five topics: curating, ecology, one 

chosen project, post-fossil culture and ecological curatorial practices. Each topic has few 

questions that are used to steer the conversation to the topics that are the most relevant for this 

research. 

Questions: 

Curating 

 

How would you describe your practice?  

What is your role as a curator? 

How do you see your work in the current time, and the current environment? 

What kind of thinking you would want to bring forth with your practice, or achieve? 

Ecology 

 

How do you comprehend the term “ecology”? 

What kind of ecological dimensions might curating have? and/or How would you describe the 

meaning of the term for your practice in specific?  

Can you expand on the concept of “nature” – especially why do you find it problematic? 

How could the Western understanding of “nature” be rendered through artistic / curatorial 

practices?  

 

Project  
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Specific questions to each participant. 

 

Post-fossil culture 

The thesis discusses post-fossil experimentalism; from the reasons behind the need for the 

transition in societies to specific practical solutions in Mustarinda to more 

experimental/conceptual approaches in some artistic practices. Since there’s only a handful of 

already existing experiments and embodied knowledge to this issue, answers to these 

questions can range anywhere in between being practical, conceptual, speculative and 

imaginative.  

How can post-fossil experimentalism be seen in the work of those artists that you work with, 

or within your own work?  

What kind of things would the transition mean for cultural and artistic production? 

What kind of changes should be made on institutional level? What about curatorial? 

 

Ecological curatorial practices 

The theoretical point of departure for the thesis is theories of new materialisms. Some of these 

the questions are thus conducted from that ontological point of departure. 

What kind of human and nonhuman relationships affect your curatorial practice and how? 

(few examples) 

In what way nonhuman/more-than-human conditions could be centred in curatorial practices?  

When working with ecological artistic practices, what kinds of encounters you would like to 

generate and how do you, from your part, assist those encounters to happen? 

What would you like to see in the future for entangled practices? 
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